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SEXTON One Year Terms
MONROE VILLAGE: Louis Thomas, Jr. 2007
NO.MONROE: Larry Thomas 2007





Thomas Bedell, Selectmen's Representative






BUDGET COMMITTEE Three Year Terms
Philip J. Blanchard 2007
Bruce Frazer 2007
Joyce E. Cate 2007












Joyce Cate (appointed to fill J. Mathew SleethS position) 2009
Marilyn S. Bedell 2010
Elizabeth J. Ward 2011
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Minutes of the March 14, 2006, Town Meeting
Held in Monroe Town Hall, Monroe, NH
Meeting called to order by Moderator Denis Ward at 9:55 P.M.
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BUDGET COMMITTEE VOTE FOR 4 THREE YEAR TERMS
James Dewitt 115
Cindy Frazer 1 1
5
MikeValcourt 108
Elizabeth J. Ward 112
Moderator Denis Ward read the results, declaring the winners.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up
to Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) for the purchase of a new fire
truck and to authorize the issuance of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000.) of bonds or notes with provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(RSA 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the
withdrawal of up to Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) from the Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund previously established for this purpose. 2/3 ballot vote
required. The Selectmen and Budget Committee do not recommend this article.
Motion made by Russell Brown, seconded by Mike Valcourt. Russell Brown
gave an explanation of what this truck would be and why they had decided to
ask for this specific type of truck. Maynard Farr made the comment that he did
not think the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund would cover this type of truck.
More discussion. Discussion about the merits ofPumper trucks vs. tanker trucks.
The Budget Comm. was asked why they had not recommended this
appropriation and Joyce Cate gave their explanation, and Todd Cohen expanded
upon that explanation. Maynard Farr, Move the Question. Moderator read the
article again. . This has to be a ballot question. The polls must be open for one
hour, so we will go on with the rest of the meeting and return to this article at
the end of the hour.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ten Thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve
Fund previously established. (Majority Vote Required) The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this article. Motion made by Gerry LaFlamme,
seconded by Tom Bedell. No discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion
passes, article passed.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Highway Department Truck
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. (Majority Vote Required)
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. Motion made by
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Gerry LaFlamme, seconded by Tom Bedell. No discussion. Voice vote in the
affirmative, motion passes, article passed.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 to be the Highway Loader Fund and to raise
and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be placed in this
fund and name the Selectmen as agents to expend from fund. (Majority Vote
Required) Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. Motion
made by Tom Bedell, seconded by Gerry LaFlamme. No discussion. Voice vote
in the affirmative, motion passes, article passed.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 to be the Town Hall Front Steps Fund and to
raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) to be
placed in this fund and name the Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund.
(Majority Vote Required) Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
article. Motion made by P.J. Blanchard, seconded by Maynard Fair. .Gillian
Morrison asked for an explanation, Gerry LaFlamme explained why this was
brought up. More discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes,
article passed.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) to be added to the Civil Defense Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. (Majority Vote Required) Selectmen and
Bugdet Committee recommend this article. Motion made by Gerry LaFlamme,
seconded by Tom Bedell. Brian Dame asked for an explanation. Gerry
LaFlamme explained some of the reasons for this fund and what the town is able
to do as a result of it. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article
passed.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum or
seventeen thousand dollars ($17,000.00) for new siding, shutters, and nine
windows for the Monroe Public Library. Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this article. Motion made by P.J. Blanchard, seconded by Bruce
Frazer. No discussion. Voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes, article
passed.
ARTICLE 9: To hear all reports of committees and officers hereto chosen and
pass any vote relating thereto. Motion made by Tom Bedell to accept all reports
except the Trustees of the Trust Funds, "those figures are not right." Seconded
by Gerry LaFlamme. P.J. Blanchard asked if the Selectmen could talk about the
water system. Discussion. Sandy Lang asked about printing the Town Report in
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a larger format that is easier to read, It was explained that when the prices were
checked they were a lot more expensive. Motion on accepting the motion voted
on, voice vote in the affirmative, motion passes, reports accepted as stated.
More discussion about the tank truck versus a pumper truck. Gerry LaFlamme
gave a further explanation of the recent well drilling and what will happen now
that the artesian well was not successful. Sandy Lang asked about the status of
the Buffum Funds and when will the school get the Buffum Funds money. Tom
told her that as soon as the Trust Funds reports are correct, then the school will
get their money.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $702,770.33
(Operating Budget Only) for general municipal operations. This article does not
include special or individual articles addressed. Motion made by Tom Bedell,




To transact any business that may legally come before said
meeting. Maynard Farr announce that an EMT class is starting in Woodsville
very soon. He encouraged anyone new who was interested to sign up. Cottage
Hospital has a grant that would help pay for training. Merle Jones suggested a
10 year rotation ofnew fire trucks.
RETURN TO ARTICLE 2: 100 votes were cast: 55-YES and 45-NO. This has
to pass by a 2/3 margin. It did not. Article 2 is defeated.





TOWN CLERK'S 2006 REPORT
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS 165,572.00
DOG LICENSES & PENALTIES 1,313.00
MARRIAGE LICENSES 315.00
VITAL STATISTICS COPIES 260.00
PISTOL PERMITS 120.00
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Marilyn S. Bedell, C.T.C.
MONROE TOWN CLERK
After Town Meeting 2007, the Town Clerk's Office will be going "on-
line" with the State ofNew Hampshire Motor Vehicle and we will become a
Municipal Agent. This will enable us to serve the townspeople better by being
able to issue State decals and license plates. Unless you are registering a large
truck, you can do your entire registration process in this office.
You, also, may have the pleasure of meeting our new Deputy Town
Clerk, Laura Fearon. Laura has been working with me since late August 2006
and she will be able to help you with registrations when I am not in.
Once we go "on-line" we will also be open one more morning a week:
Thursdays 8 :30am- 12 noon.
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2006 APPROPRIATIONS IN DETAIL
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
4130 Executive 18,700.00
4 1 40 Election & Reg.,Vital Statistics 1 9,320.00
4 1 50 Financial Admin. 48,500.00
4 1 52 Revaluation of Property 1 7,500.00
4153 Legal Expenses 13,000.00
4155 Employee Benefits 21,825.00
4191 Planning & Zoning 970.00
4194 General Governmeut Bldg. 42 400.00
4194A Post Office Maintenance 2 344.00
4195 Cemeteries 14,150.00
4196 Insurance 21,000.00
4197 Advertising & Regional Assocs.
3 755 93
4199 Municipal Building




4220 Fire Department 25,000.00
HWYS, BRIDGES & STREETS:
43 12 Highways & Streets
2?9 47Q QQ
4316 Street Lights 16,WoO
SANITATION:
4323 Solid Waste Collection 25,000.00
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 40,000.00









4520 Parks & Recreation 7,575.00
4550 Library 36,767.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 5000°
4723 Interest
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
49 1 5 Capital Reserve Funds 52 000 00
4550 Library Repair Fund 17,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 771,770.3
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2006 REVENUE BUDGET
Source of Income Est.ijnfl tsd Actual Estimated
Revenue Revenue Revenue
Land Use Tax $ 600.00 -0- 2,000,00
Yield Taxes 6,000.00 13,806,43 6,000.00
Int. Penalties on
Delinquent Taxes 3,000.00 3,777.20 3,500.00
Motor Vehicle
Permits 164,000.00 165,572.00 164,000.00
Other Licenses
& Permits 1,400.00 1,433.00 1,400.00
FROM STATE:
Shared Revenue 8,400.00 8,594.00 8,400.00
Highway Block
Grant 29,000.00 28,434.64 28,000.00
Rooms & Meal 27,000.00 31,194.79 30,000.00
CHARGE FOR SERVICES:
Income From
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$ 28,313.97
BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31,2006
ASSETS
Cash in Hands of
Treasurer $ 28,313.97
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
Highway Dump Truck Fund $ 13,364.42
Fire Truck Fund 74,448.37
Civil Defense Fund 6,140.82
Cemetery Tractor Fund 167.43
Town Hall Front Step Fund 5,235.95
Highway Loader Fund 10,061.66
$ 109,415,65 109,418.65
Expendable Trust Fund
History Fund $ 17,705.22 17,705.22
Uncollected Taxes $ 24,604,94
Uncollected Taxes 2005 7,024.54
Uncollected Taxes 2004 1,873.34
$ 33;-5027S2 33,502.82
TOTAL ASSETS $ 18 8,940.66
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Capital Reserve Funds $ 109,418.65
History Fund 17,705.22
$ 127,123.87 $ 127,123.8 7
Surplus I Pi, 816. 79
Current Surplus 2003 $ 160,355.80
Current Surplus 2004 178,907.31
Current Surplus 2005 112,616.41
Current Surplus 2006 61,816.79
13
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TRTASiiRlrR'S REPORT FOR THR
MONRO!" \VA Tl-R DhPAR I R\lrM
2006
Ra Janet-- in checkbook Jartiiiwy 01, W&& $ 5.3~"'f.41
I . rtccm N - 1 1 - P EM I* Mm arv hi. 20« i6 72 ,04 1 I 2
!( > 1 \L G &$H OK HAND Januarv ML. 20fl6 S77.4 I 3 .53
'•.',
i ! I £ r P. ecu fpt! fef-Mi Ki S2 7 ,335 i 70
Interes? e,in-eJ W_Cj-S-B. figfiS
Interest earned - N H. PDtP 2.735.85
TOTA S i CA S H ON I i -\ N P ~\N f > 2 mm § \[" \V VI C 5M EY | %3 M. r i ' - 8
Money moved from N.I I PDLP lo W.G.S B. $32,U<M».UO
PA Y MENTS 1 'R AN S K L R S 2" i
Central Supply S 73.01
! i -.. * n Pan I (mllgage) 1 . 1 ~9 36
'
I ford Vvcll Drilling 1SJ90.Hu
Gould Well Drilling 3.5 I 5 96
Granite Slate Risral WaEer Association lOO.OO
t-l oi'L/ons tmi i n eon n g I 5 ,426-00
H until sgl 5i i ' s N - H a\ crh ill A g w a> 69 95
Merchant D. I big At e>>| lection) 1/MJ0.0O




Pete & Ocrry'- ( i$s 2,405.83
Pink ham. WiJiiam 212 50
Ti-Sak-., Srie 496 -44
I r.v.. ii n|AI;Mi;e., iwaee^.S.S.. Median: P Gibson. \1.lnvee-! 2. 164.95
Treasurer. State of N .H. I ,o7S.0CI
i ATO 2U4.10
USA iM;34
W , i j ; S B . 1 re I mil cd Aii-e k ,t I e est 1 62 . 5 M
2D06 Transfers, i \\ .G S.B to N II PPJIPJ l2.5oo.no
TO I A L P A % H 1 E NTS. TR A N S F E R S hOK 2 1 H fe S6 3*53 7. 7fV
Balance ir checkbook December 3 1 . 2 • ' <
.
3 J 74.3'*
Dadanoe in NIL FDIP December 3 1 . 2nu6 55,276-*J7
rOTAL \UATY IN WA 1 hR DEPT DECEMBER 3.1, 2mmo £S&45t3S
Respectfully Submitted,
\ I •; ;•! l lea N . J a ytlCS-
Town Tii-a surer
\\ Xi.SH. V\ oodsville Guurani.\ Sa\ me> Bank
N H PDIP = New Hampshire Public Deposit Invesirneni Pool
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Treasurers Report for 2006
Cash on Hand WGSB ! "January 1, 2006
Receipts/Transfers for 2006
Interest Earned in Checking Account
TOTAL
Payments/Transfers for 2006







Balance in Checkbook WGSB 12/31/2006
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STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
4130 EXECUTIVE
Shir lev Bcamis I 3,094.46
Joyce E. Cate 9,390.6 2




4140 ELECTION, REG. &. VITAL STATIST!
Tuck Press $ Bridge Weekly $
Treasurer
f
State of New Hampshire
White Mt . Regional Workshop
The Balsams
N.H. City & Town Clerks Assoc.
Price Digest Books
Ross Business
M a r i 1 y n B ed e 1 1 , R e im , S u pp 1 i e s








Marilyn Bedell, Reim. Nilage
I ,nara Fearon M "
Cindy Frazer " "
Nellie Choate
Pauline Cheney
Prise 11 la Locke





S t e phan i e Cohen
Joyce E, Gate, Deputy Town Clerk
Laura Fearon, Deputy Town Clerk
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41 55 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
$ 17,891 . 1
1
4191 PLANNING & ZONING
Tuck Press $
nit ice of Register of Deeds
Visa, Postage
North Country Council *
4194 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDI
AT & T





I & S Siding




Treasurer ,Sta te of New Hampshire
Empire Janitorial Supplies
H 1 a c kmo un t Eq u i. prn e n t
V i s a
Bruce Frazer, Keirn. Expenses
Railway Farm & Garden
Foggs True Value
Outdoor Country Sports






Paul The' r i auLt
Monroe Water Department


























1 47 . 54
4 3 , 4 5
8.04
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4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Tuck Press $ 53.00
Dineen & Crane 6,100.00
Cartographies 1,197.20
Sherwin Dodge Printers 1,277.75
N a n c v Murray 225.0
Office, of Register of Deeds 72.34
Lyndonville Office Equipment 1
Briteside, Inc. 1,145
N.ll. Tax Collectors Assoc.
Matthew Bender Co. 336
Ceorge Sansoucy, Assessor 6,716
Visa" 976
Internal Revenue Service 720
U* S. Treasury
0, S* Postal Service
Harry Burgess
NBDF Technical Resource
D e 1 1 a Mo rcha nd , Ta x Bill U pda t e
s
Delta Merchand, Reim. Expenses
Northeast Resources
N.H. Municipal Assoc.
N.H, Assoc., of Assessing Officials
N . H . Tax Collectors Assoc.
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
North Country Council
V e r i z o n
Kuith Merchand
K e i t h Me re hand, Reim
Shirley Reami s , Reim
Joyce E. Gate, Reim.
Cindy Frazer, Reim. Expenses
Thomas Bedell, Reim. Expenses
Laura Fearon, Reim. Expenses
Monica Jay ties. Treasurer 6






































4152 REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
Brett S. Purvis & Associates f 1,295.00
4153 LEGAL EXPENSES
Kevin Bruno $ 5,2 76.6 6
18





G and in Lettering
Monroe Construction
Blackmount Equipment,Lawn Mower

















LGC-PLT LLC 11,741.4 5
Francis Berwick 2 „ 1 5h . 00
T""20,013. 30
4197 ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Tri Community Service $ 1,450'J
Grafton County Senior Citizens 1,000.
Woods ville 4th of July 500.0
1 ?7950 .00
4199 MUNICIPAL BUILDING
National Grid ? 2,069.34
Monroe Water 82.4 5
Walter E. Jock Oil Co. 8,723.39






'Lac Communication $ 143.55
Galls, Inc. 184.98
State of New Hampshire 19,00
Maynard Farr, Reim. Expenses 506.40
Haynard Farr, Reim, Milage 694.26
Maynard Farr, Police Chief 6 ,902 .0
$ 8,450.19
19
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4215 WOODSV1LLE AMBULANCE SERVICE
$ 11,246.40
4220 FIRE DEPARTMENT
Capital Alarm Systems $ $00*00
Verizon 705,48
N. H. Electric Coop., Inc. 408*00
Caledonia Record 50.00
Bond Auto Supply 276.94
Lakes Region Fire Apparatus 1,701.5 7
N.H. Division of Fire Standards 347.00
Twin State Mutual Aid 692.38
Gordon Auto Repair 4 61.05
Tac- Co mm unications 140.1
5
Ki_lLv MacKenzie Auto Parts 174.84
Eire" Tech & Safety of N.E.. 467.32
Falcon Direct 263.00
Radio North Group 2,230.8 3
Kipp Alarm Service 240.00
Grafton County Sheriff's Dept. 1,200.00
Heiman Eire Equipment 26.19
W.S. Darlev & Co. 2,096.26
NFPA 198.95
Walter E. Jock Oil Co. N. Monroe 2,518.18
Bergeron Protectors 3,8 23.52
Russell Brown, Re im. Expenses 300.88
Russell Brown, Re im. Milage 10.24
Maynard Farr, Re im. Milage 11.13
Rickey Ames 67.00








Lee Smith 42 5.05
Richard Cinnamon 45.04
Michael Va 1 court 363.07
Glenn Wagner 261.00
Reed Supply 109.35
Woodland Direct Co. 194.00
20
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4220 hire Dep t . - -Con t inued





AT & 1 $ 273.70
- L zon 367 . 36
Bridge Bi Weekly 106.00
nda & William Minot 1,085.00
LCC Health Insurance 32,620.80
Walter E. Jock Oil Co. 7,651.03
Cordon* Auto Repair 180.00
Monroe Con s L rue t ion 1,470.00
Hawk en sen Equipment 1,060.00
McDevitt Truck Co. BB7-62
Se human Electronics 170.00
Radio North Group 436.28




G & P Contractors 1,974.75
Jr-ssie Laflamme 2,374.00
David & Judy Stimson 2,928.00
North Anerican Salt Co. 4,976.38
Barrect Trucking Co. 5,152.02
Foggs Hardware 30.15
Bond Auto Parts 207.05




Kelly McKenzie Auto Parts 1,150.17
St. Johns bury Paper Co. 193.38
Outdoor Country Sports 51.05
Central Supply Co. 26.40
Southworth Milton 825.02
Paul Gibson, Reim. Expenses 127.90
James Nelson, Reim. Expenses 120.00
North Haverhill Agway 49.96
Tenco New England 5,303.84
Lawson Products 1,798.86
New England Barracade 626.64
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Treasurer, State of New Hampshire
Theresa Gibson
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
Pike Industries 28 , 4 34 .
6
4
Total Town Maintenance $ 250,909.80
4316 STREET LIGHTS
National Grid $ 7,908.89




4323 SOLID WASTE COLLECTION
Pete's Rubbish Removal $ 24,064.01
Joyce E. Cate, Reim. Postage 48.89
$ 24,112.90
4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Pete's Rubbish Removal $ 34,972.53
4327 JUNK DAY
All Metals Recyling $ 238,51
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4415 HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSPITALS
Hospice of Littleton $ 471.00
White Mt. Mental Health Agency 1,(354.00
North Country Home Health 2,005.00
Littleton Hospital 2,000.00
American Red Cross 302.00
Barnet Senior Meals 750.00
$ 6,582.00
MONROE CLINIC
Foggs H arc]ware $ 7.99
G ay 1. e Wo rm e r 5 .
Bruce Frazer 222.12
$ 7 30.il
4520 PARKS & RECREATION
JPi Swimming Transportation $ 760. on
St. Johnsbury Academy, Swimming Lessons2 , 712 . 00
Plermont Plant Pantry 242.00
BLackmount Equipment 20.24
Littleton Athletic 394.90
3 Rivers League 1,100.00
Monroe Men's Club 125.00
Bruce Frazer 2^061.01
$ 7,415.15
4 5 50 MONROE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Treasurer, State of New Hamshire $ 50.00
Foggs Hardware 11.99
Monroe Public Library Appropriation 13,000.00
Be ve r 1. y Ev e re 1
1
20,2 04 . 4
9
Theresa Gibson 1,696. 20
| 34, 9677b
8
Gregory Roberts-Library Repairs $ 16,750,00
4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
North Country Flags $ 377.96
23
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APITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Fire Truck Fund $ 10,000,
Highway Dump Truck Fund 10,000.00
Highway Loader Fund 10,000, 'JO
inwn Hall Front Steps Fund 20,000,00










49 3 3 MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT
$ 1,713,713.99
24
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
2006 Tax Rate Calculation
TOWN/CITY: MONROE




Wai Service Credits 9,800
/fludttf ^X^if^^^^
"l/7/o6




Net Local School budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue) 1,839,235
Regional School Apportionment
















Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
52,297,861
|
Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State





Due to County 157,268
Less: Shared Revenues (687)
.










Add: Viiiage District t,ommit.ment(s)








Net Assessed Valuation Ta* Rate Assessment
>.:.
I 'i ,l i i !'-, Ul ll.l---. 52,297,86] 2.87 150,0t>8
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SUMMARY OF WARRANTS FOR 2006
DEBIT










Property Tax interest 353.38
Yield Tax 14,508.89
Yield Tax Interest 0.00
Abatements 154.28
Refunds 6662
Total Remitted To Treasurer 2,276,344.34
Uncollected 2006 Property Tax as of 12-31-2006 24,604.94
TOTAL CREDITS 2,300,949.28
UNCOLLECTED 2006 TAXES AS OF 12-31-2006
Thomas and Deborah Baker 154,68
Dale and Debra dough 1413,75
Joel and Lisa Cowell 75,54
Denise Crowley 315.8
William Dimick III 46.59
William and Sarah Dsmick, Jr. 1169.58
William and Sarah Dimick, Jr 538.25
Debbie Fiske 909.23
Laurien Foley 916
George Frazer III 415 49
Pamela Gaouette 2212.36
Robert and Mary Healy 392.56
Wayne and Christine Markie 384.09
26
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UNCOLLECTED 2006 TAXES CONTINUED
Sean and Robin Heywood
Richard Johnson
Richard Johnson
Paul and Kathleen Kaminski
Robert Kimball
Robert and Judy Martin
Robert and Judy Martin
James and Kelley Meckes
Gregory Moore
Maureen Nolin
Joe and Michelle Norko
Lee and Lynn Parmenter
Kevin and Kathy Phelps
Jeffrey and Maryanne Rennell
Edward Sanders
Francis and Kendra Strout
James and Suzanne Thornhill, Jr
Margaret Van Vliet
Karl and Richard Von Baravalle
Glen and Sandra Wagner
Todd Wright

































Total to Collect as of 12-31-2006 24,604,94
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SUMMARY OF WARRANTS FOR 2005
DEBIT
Tax Committed To Collector;
Property Tax 31 r418.43
TOTAL WARRANTS 31,418,43
PROPERTY TAX INTEREST 1,243,58
FEES AND PENALTIES 587,75
REDEMPTION AFTER LIEN 6,181.87
INTEREST AFTER LIEN 51205



















UNCOLLECTED 2005 LIENS AS OF 12-31-2006
Dale and Debra Clough
Joel and Lisa Cowed
William and Sarah Dimick, Jr.
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SUMMARY OF WARRANTS FOR 2004
DEBIT
Tax Committed To Collector:
Property Tax Lien 3,416.26
TOTAL WARRANTS 3,416.26
INTEREST AFTER LIEN 385.64





Property Tax Lien 1,542.92
Lien Interest 385.64
Fees After Lien 120.00
Total Remitt To Treasurer 2,048,56
Uncollected Property Liens 1,873,34
TOTAL CREDIT 3 f92t.S©
UNCOLLECTED 2004 LIENS AS OF 12-31-2006








The above properties may be deeded to the Town of Monroe if taxes not
paid on or before 04-03-07.
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SUMMARY OF WARRANTS FOR 2003
DEBIT














Property Tax Lien 2,500.23
Interest After Lien 924.85
Fees After Lien 194.51
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HEDULE OF TOWN PROP!
Town Hall, Land & Buildings /SO, 000. 00







Land & Buildin 106,800.
ire & Equipment
ice Bui I nd 101,800.00
Parks, Pla' mds & Common 2,40* .
id « Ri ght Of Ways , .00
Wat - ply Faci lit: 113, 700.00
h( >l, Land % Build n 826,600.00
Equj pment 20,000.00
Clinic Land & Buildings 14 f >. .00
Pi re Dept. & Hi Land
: np, .358,1 .00
F i re Equ Lpment 2- • , • . •'»0
Equipment 160,000.00
-th Monroe Fire St;? Lion & Land 95, 100.0
I 2 f 5*4,SJ&0.
HIGHWAY INVENTORY OF Bgblftffit
1 Air Compressor 2 Bi h
1 chciinsaw 2 Hopper • rs
1 Husky Grader 2 \ ! : " •
t Steam Thaver j s7 2 Eastern 1 ' :
1 Welder L99 terpill Loader
1 York Rake 1998 Ford Dump Truck
2006 Ford Dump Truck
INVENTORY OF FIRE EQtflPMl ;
L979 GMC Tank Truck
1981 Intrrnai Ionnl Fire Engine
1 Caterpillar Diesel Generator
1 Chainsaw
1991 Ford Rescue Vehicle
2002 HMF. Central I Fire Engl














































CERTIFICATION FROM MONROE SELECTMEN
This is to certify that the information
contained in this report was taken from official
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
The library was very busy again this year! I thought I would change
the format of the 2006 Annual Report so that it might be easier to see
at a glance what your library otTers.
STORY TIMES MONDAY 9 00 A \1
HOBBY NIGHTS TUESDAYS 7:00PM
(RANDOM)
BOOK DISCISSIONS Tl fESDAYS 7 00 P M
(ONCE PER MONTH)
SIMMER READING PROGRAM
2006-TRRASURt: READING WEDNESDAYS 2 00 P M
24MI7.READING ROAD TRIP USA JULY-AUGUST DROP IN
INTERURRARV LOAN VAN DAY - MONDAY
(REQUEST BOOKS FROM OTHER LIBRARIES ANY DAY)
BOOK BUCKS JAN MARCH
Bu\ selected books with Saved'' Book Bucks
In addition to the abo\ c programming, uc haw hesi sellers, books on cassette and
compact discs, magazines, juvenile and young adult books. DVD and VHS
selections, and reference materials.
For more information regarding any or all of the above programs,





MONDAY - 10:00-12:00 THURSDAY - 2:00 5:00
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MONROE PUBLIC LIBRARY
REPORT




















DUES & TRUSTEE EXPENSES $52.50
PROGRAMS $326.03
( ONI RACI SERVICES $263.00
$36,077.40
(ASH ON HAND DECEMBER 31.2006 49.93
TOTAL $36,127.33
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STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006
CURRENT REVENUE:
Property Taxes for 2006 $ 2,26 1 ,26 1 . 1
7
Yield Taxes for 2006 14,508.89
Property Tax Interest 353.38
PREVIOUS YEAR:
Property & Yield Taxes
Property Taxes for 2005 1 9,247.68
Property Tax, Int., Fees & Penalties 1 ,83 1 .33
Property Converted to Lien 1 2, 1 70.25
Property Tax, Int. & Fees 6,956.17
Property Tax Lien 2004 1,542.92
Property Tax Lien, Int. & Fees 505.64
Property Tax Lien 2003 2,500.23
Property Tax Lien, Int. Fees & Penalties 1,119.36
FROM STATE:
State Revenue Sharing 8,594.00
Highway Block Grant 28,434.64
Room & Meals Tax 3 1 , 1 94.79
FROM LOCAL SOURCES:
Motor Vehicle Permits 165,572.00
Dog Licenses 1,313 .00
Marriage Licenses 327.00




Rent Town Properties, Post Office 3,129.96
Planning Board 260.23
ALL OTHER RECEIPTS:
Interest on Checking Account 297.96
Refunds & Miscellaneous 178.32
Premidia Insurance 465.00
Town ofLyman 99.32
Town of Bath 302.20
Monroe School District 697.25
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 2,563,316.19
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Summons Issued 14 8
Warnings 141 130
Motor Vehicle Accidents 12 13
Domestic Disturbances 3 4
ATV Complaints 6 5
Alarm Activations 6 4
91 1 Hang-Up Calls 11 8
Life Line Calls 4 5
Asst. Other Depts, 8 12
This year money has been put in the budget to purchase a new radar unit. The reason for
this request is because the current unit in service is approximately 25 years old and is in
need of being replaced. I would appreciate your support at Town Meeting at supporting
this budget increase.
Another matter of importance for all emergency personnel is the lack ofhouse numbers
in this town. Since 91 1 was put in place, all residents were required to properly identify
the house with their 91 1 address. If you have not already done so and need assistance
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Annual Report For Monroe Volunteer Fire Dept. 2006
During 2006 the Fire Dept responded to the following calls:
In- Town Calls
Structure fires 4













The year of 2006 saw an increase in the number of calls over last year. A variety
of calls including a car into a barn, and closing of Rte. 135 due to extreme
weather, were handled by your department.
With the help of a generous donation from Transcanada Corp. we were able to
purchase a new portable pump for the department. This pump replaces a pump
that was approx. 45 years old.
The fire dept. is again looking for the support of the town in replacing our 26
year old Engine 1 in the No. Monroe station. Our proposal this year remains the
same as last year with important benefits to include firefighter safety,
mechanical reliability, and improved initial fire attack.
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The price of a new engine has increased from last year; however, by using more
fire truck fund money and an increase in the grand list, the tax impact has
actually gone down a small amount from last year. With a five year bond, the
annual tax increase on $150,000.00 home would be $.23.26.
Thank you to all of the members of the dept. for their continued commitment to
the Town of Monroe. It is their dedication that provides this community with
fire protection. Again, if anyone is interested in joining the dept. or becoming a
jr. fire fighter (16 - 18 yrs. old), please contact me.
Respectfully submitted,
Russell T. Brown Fire Chief
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
^ our U>. . Warden. Fire Departmen i. and the Stale of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work collaboratively to
reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire To help us assisi you. please Lontact your local Forest Fire \\
.
fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L: 17) a fire permit is
required for all outside burning unl ind If completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental
also prohibits the open burning ol household waste. Citizens arc encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at l-
www.des state.nh.us for more information. Safe open bunting requires diligence and responsibility Help us to protect
Men Hampshire's forest resources For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at
www.nhdfi org
Fire act. i high during the first several weeks of the 2006 fire season, with red-flag conditions issued by the National Weather
Service and extreme lire danger in many sections ol the state The largest forest fire during this period occurred in late April and bumed
s>8 acres The extremely dry conditions in spring resulted in over twice the amount of acreage burned than in all of 2005. Our state wide-
system of fire lookout towers is credited with keeping most fires small and saving several structures this season due to their quick and
accurate spotting capabilities Fires in the wildland urban interface damaged 6 structures, a constant reminder thai forest fires burn more
than |ust trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home Precautions include kecpinc
your roof and gutters clear of leaves and ptne needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of fh
materials Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at www .rirewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your
local fire department and the state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe'
2006 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 8, 2006)
I figures do not include fires on the White Mountain National Forest)
COUNTY STATISTICS
Counry Acres # of Fires
Mima M) 76
1 3.^11 27 44
UiEi iirr 42 38
Coos 104 30
Grafton S3 24
• 11; .i i. I:!'! 75 114
Mrr-.r-r..-. 40 9;











1 1 il i ft-M
D Acres
UP of Fires
rj P e/ «/ '*& •/ </














Misc.' 106 (*Misc.. power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FTRE
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ZX- *-—& * ^y« Lancaster. NH 0358^
/111 1^VIM tL Te! 603.788.4928
V^^,- ;;--. ^riptfiuCACCOWOTrts Fa* 603.788.3830
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen of
Monroe, New Hampshire:
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Town of Monroe as of December 31,
2005. and for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance w ith auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinions-
Management has chosen not to implement Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management *s Discussion and Analysis -for State
and Local Governments. Therefore, these financial statements are presented following the principles that
were in effect prior to GASB Statement No. 34. Management has not presented government-wide
financial statements to display the financial position and changes in financial position of its governmental
activities and business-type activities. The financial statements presented do not contain separate
statements for governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary fund types, nor are major and non-major funds
separately identified and classified. Also, the financial statements do not contain any information on
capital assets because the government has not maintained historical cost records of such assets.
Management has not presented its discussion and analysis as required. The amounts that would be
reported in the missing statements and the required supplementary information, and the effects of
reclassifying and properly reporting the information presented are not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters discussed in the preceding paragraph, the
financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America, the financial position of Town of Monroe as of
December 3 1 . 2005. or the changes in its financial position or its cash flows, where applicable, for the
year then ended.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that
collectively compose Town of Monroe's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund
statements and schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the basic financial statements. For reasons stated in the third paragraph of this report, we expressed an
opinion that the financial statements ofTown ofMonroe do not fairly present financial position, results
of operations, and cash flows, if applicable, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America. Therefore, we do not express an opinion on the accompanying
combining and individual fund statements and schedules.
^IM^ju~- i Ot&^-G -, ^
August 2, 2006
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Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail ray.burton4@gte.net
December 2006
1 07 North Main Street
Stale House Room 207
Concord NH 03301
Executive Councilor
District One Report to tbe People of District One
By Raymond S. Burton, Executive Councilor
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It is an honor to report to the people of this large Northern District in my
capacity as Executive Councilor, one of several elected public servants. The
five member Council was founded in the NH Constitution and much of NH
law provides an additional avenue at the top of your Executive Branch of
Stale Government.
2007 will be a year when members of the Council are charged with
conducting public hearings on the State ofNew Hampshire 10-year
transportation plan. With inflation affecting basic transportation costs, and
presently no plan for an increase in the State gasoline tax, I don't look for any
new projects becoming a reality. We'll be lucky to complete what k, currently
in the plan.
I continue to seek volunteers to serve on the 300 or so Boards and
Commissions as prescribed by New Hampshire law. There are some great
opportunities to serve your state government!
Send your letter of interest and resume to my office, or to Kathy Goode,
Director of Appointments/Liaison to the Council. Governor's Office. State
House, 1 07 North Mam Street, Concord. NH 0330 1 . Tel. ( 603 ) 271-2121 , To
find out what openings are available and to see a list of boards, visit the NH
' Secretary of Stale website at; www.sos.nh.uov/redbook%dcx.hirn .
The NH web site is a very valuable for citizens. If internet is not available to
you, use your local public or school library to go to www.nh.gov and find all
state agencies, general court (representatives) and senate members, mailing
addresses, and where legislative bills and proposals are. I send my weekly
schedule to some 500 e-mail addresses that include town offices, county
officials, district media, NH House and Senate members, and others. If you
would like to be on that e-mail list please send your e-mail address to
rhurton'fcnh.gov . 1 often include other public notices and information.
It is an honor to continue to serve you now m my 29th and 30lh years as a
public servant. Contact my office anytime about your ideas, concerns and






Gornam, jetierson, Lancaster. Gl 11 I IX/AfJ /"W J*JTY-
MUan Mlltthsto. Northumberland,
oui-Lr VvHfv oi^uni i i.
PitittJurg, Randolph. SftalMfne, Charles!o*n, Giaremonl. Cornish,
Slewa-hstswn, Stark, &tratlord, Croydon. Granmam, Newscr,
Wh«el>*xl Pta*tfietd. Springfield. Sunapee
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Dear Members of the Board of Sekctpersons:
Ii has oecn another very exiting yea & i kttags Ilaspjtal. Over the psij ff& v.e have jegj
growth in many areas of the hospital. As many of you know ', we are reaching completion of a
i erj exciting building project. « Inch v. ill make space for the expansion of growing clinical
services such a-- Pain Management, Day Surgery. Radiology and Laboratory,
I marauiih. fiscal Yea: 2006 closed with a positive bottom hue and was slightly higher than last
year. It has also been g busy year w uh regard tu technology. Wc have continued to enhance our
Pieture Archive and i. ommunieations System (PACSl in Radiology as well as other departments
i he majority of the hospital s departments have been working hard to reach our goai oi a
complete i leetJ Onjc iieaith Record in the next five years.
At Cottage Hospital we are all very proud of the personal care that we are able to give to our
padonh i'mie and tune again, me hear about the outstanding care that patients and family
members have received while with us.
We know our communities are supportive of our institution, and we are extremely grateful for the
tinancial support that our area towns have provided over the years, Although funds are always
needed and welcomed at Cottage Hospital, we know there are many worthy organizations. also
asking for money this year. Therefore, the Cottage Hospital Board of Trustees has decided NOT
to ask the towns, for financial support for the thirteenth consecutive year.
We thank you for your continued support and pledge to continue to do our best to provide you
and your families with the highest quality of healthcare possible.
We will appreciate your' including •In- message in your 2006 Annual Report, and we will forward
our 2006 Annual Report to you as soon as it is available. Best wishes for a healthy new year.
Sincerely. /\
Reginald J. I avote
Admmistrator
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Mike McKinney, Vice President
Clark Griffiths, Treasurer














bcrta Bemer, Executive Director
Programs
Bristol Area Senior Services
(Bristol 744-8395)
Horse Meadow Senior Center
(N. Haverhill 7S7-2539)
Lmwood Area Senior Center
(Lincoln 745-4705)
Littleton Area Senior Center
(Littleton 444-6050)
Mascoma Area Senior Center
(Canaan 523-4333))
Orford Area Senior Services
(Orford 353-9107)
lymouth Regional Senior Center
(Plymouth 536-1204)
Upper Valley Senior Center
(Lebanon 448-4213)




GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 2006
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organization
that provides programs and services to support the health and well being of our
older citizens. The Councirs programs enable elderly individuals to remain
independent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon,
Bristol, Orford. Haverhill and Lincoln, the information and assistance program
Grafton County ServiceLink, and the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program and
Volunteer Center (RSVP). Through the centers, ServiceLink and RSVP, older
adults and their families take part in a range of community-based long-term
services including home delivered meals, congregate dining programs,
transportation, adult day care, chore/home repair services, recreational and
educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.
During 2006, 65 older residents of Monroe were served by the Council's programs
offered through Horse Meadow or Littleton Area Senior Center:
• Older adults from Monroe enjoyed 8 1 1 balanced meals in the company
of friends in the center's dining room.
• They received 1 ,052 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by
caring volunteers.
• They benefited from the adult day care program a total of 76 hours.
• Monroe residents were transported to health care providers or other
community resources on 1 1 occasions by our lift-equipped buses.
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-term
care through 36 visits by a trained social worker or contacts with
ServiceLink. This included assistance with Medicare D.
• Monroe's citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to work
for a better community through 403 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Monroe residents in 2006 was $13,047.
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own
homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and
increasing physical frailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be expended for
nursing home care. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for our older
friends and neighbors. As our population grows older, supportive services such as
those offered by the Council become even more critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Monroe's support
for our programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and
enable them to meet the challenges of aging in the security and comfort of then-
own communities and homes.
Roberta Bemer, Executive Director
A United Way Agency providing services to older adults in Grafton County
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Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
Statistics for the Town of Monroe
October 1, 2005 to September 30, 2006
During the fiscal year, GCSCC served 65 Monroe residents (out of189 residents over 60, 2000
Census),
Type of Units of Unit(l) Total Cost
Services Service Service x Cost = of Service
Congregate/Home
Delivered Meals 1,863 x S5.84 $ 10,880
Transportation Trips 11 x $10.09 S 111
Adult Day Care Hours 76 x SI 3,00 S 988
X
X . s
5.5 X S25.27 s







Number ofMonroe volunteers: 8 . Number of Volunteer Hours: 402.75
GCSCC cost to provide services for Monroe residents only $ 1 3.047
Request for Senior Sendees for 2006 S 1 ,000
Received from Town of Monroe for 2006 $ 1 ,000




Unit cost from GCSCC Statement of Revenue and Expenses for October 1, 2005 to
September 30, 2006.
2. Services were funded by federal and State programs 56%; municipalities, county and United
Way 11%; Contributions 8%; InTcind donations 16%; Friends ofGCSCC 7%; Other 2%.
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Revised - corrected cop\
December 14,2006
Monroe Board of Selecrmen
P< ) Box 63
Monroe. NH 03771
Dear Selectmen:
Litdeton Regional Hospital is pleased to report that it has achieved considerable improvement in us operational and
financial Viability Since die beginning of the last fiscal year- Tins fiscal stability was .t- hu-. -. <1 without diminishing our
commitment or services to die greater North Country Community.
During the period of |uly 1, 2005 - June 30, 2006 Littleton Regional Hospital provided a record $5,425,069 in
community benefits ro our patients, their families, communtU health organizations and Towns in our service area. This
amount represents an increase of $1,140,671 over our previous year. During this period Littleton Regional Hospital
provided $1,264,738 in charitable care alone. An additional 54,160,331 was provided to the greater North Country
Communitv in support of: community health, outreach, and access, medical education, non-billed subsidized programs,
jind philanthropy to support communitv programs.
Littleton Regional Hospital stands ready to care tor all patients from the Town of Monroe, regardless of their ability to
pay for often lifesavmg medical care. In fiscal \ car 2006, Litdeton Regional I fospifal provided $26,826 in charity care to
patients residing tn the Town of Monroe.
The amount of financial support Littleton Regional Hospital receives represents only a fraction of the costs of
prodding chanty care and community support programs. The management and staff who strive to provide the best
care and service to all our patients sincerely appreciate your Community's continued support and commitment to
LitdctOd Regional Hospital.
Tins year litdeton Regional Hospital requests a financial donation in die amount of $2,000 from the Town of Monroe
to help oftser the cost of charity- care and community benefit programs that the Hospital provides, such as 24 hour a
day trauma services in our Emergency Department paramedic intercept program, free "C.are-A-Van" patient transport
services, community health education programs and improved access to specialty physicians.
On behalf of our entire Littleton Regional Hospital Family (Board, Medical Staff. Hospital Staff. Volunteers and
Auxiliary) we thank you and your Community for your ongoing support and consideration of this financial request. As
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North Country Council, Inc.
Regional Planning Commission & Economic Development District
The Cottage at the Rocks
10? Glessner Road
Bethlehem, New Hampshire 03574





This lias been another busy year at Ihe Council. As we began our 34
a
year as a Planning
Commission, we reaffirmed the Couneil's commitment to sent community and regional
needs.
We have instituted a number of new iniatives over die past year that we will continue io
work on in die coming year. The Northern Forest Sustainable Initiative is a major
undertaking which we are svovking on with our partner, the Northern Forest Center. We
continue to develop our Community Planning Outreach program and participation by the
communities continues to increase. Transportation Planning continues to be a priority'
and in the coming year we will he submitting input to the Ten-Year Transportation Plan as
directed by all of our member communities. We are increasing our activity in
Environmental Planning and will be introducing a numlxr of programs under Oris
umbrella. All of our programs and services can be found on our new website at
www.nccouncil.or& Please visit us there and give us some input as to how we can better
help the region and our communities. We welcome all of your input and will continue to
expand our capabilities based on our communities needs.
Thank sou lor all of your support of the Council. 1 hope that my staff and I can continue
to be of service to your community. The Council is here to serve you. It is your
organization. Our stall and Board arc committed to resjjonding to community need. I!
there is a project or a need in your town, please call us. We arc dedicated to both
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide Home Health and Hospice services to residents
of the Town of Monroe during 2006.
Enclosed is the 2006 Report of Services for the Town of Monroe from North Country
Home Health & Hospice Agency, Inc. (NCHHA). The Report is formatted in Times New
Roman (10) and is submitted in camera-ready format as well as on disk.
We appreciate the confidence shown in North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency
by residents of the North Country. We trust that NCHHA is meeting your needs and we
hope that you will contact us if you or the residents of Monroe have any questions or
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ANNUAL REPORT
NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE AGENCY, INC
TOWN OF MONROE
2006
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency has been meeting the home health and hospice needs of
the North Country since 1971.
Our Home Care Program provides skilled and supportive care services such as nurses, therapist*, social
workers, home health aides, and homemakers and makes it possible for hundreds of people a year to
continue to remain in their homes. In 2006 we traveled 249,408 miles to provide 25,754 visits to the
residents, in our 21 -Town services area.
Our Hospice Program provides skilled and supportive services as well as, paying for medication for
symptom relief, medical supplies, and equipment We also pay for short term hospitalization and in-patient
respite care, counseling and pastoral support. Our Compassionate Care Program provides limited amounts
of free skilled care to those living with a life-limiting illness who do not have insurance or are under-
insured. Volunteer services have previously been contracted through the Hospice of the Littleton Area. The
two Agencies are in the process of merging due to the belief that by doing so, we will be able 10 create an
even stronger program of hospice and palliative care for our communities.
North Country Home Health and Hospice relies on Town support and individual donations to help
underwrite the cost of providing home and hospice care to people with limited or no health insurance. We
have been grateful for your support of our work in this community and look forward to working with you to
meet the home care and hospice needs of the residents of Monroe,
Type of Care # of Vis its
Nursing 310
Physical, Occupational Speech Therapy 1 55
Medical Social Service 4
Home Health Aidc/Homemaker 524
Total 993
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4316 Street Lighting 16,000
4323 Solid Waste



























































































































































THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Monroe in the
County of Grafton in said state, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Monroe Town
Hall in said Monroe on Tuesday, the 13th (thirteenth)
day of March, next at 7:00 of the clock in the
P.M. to act upon the following subjects: with the
School Business meeting proceding Town Business Meetin;
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for
the year ensuing. (By Ballot)
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
apppropriate the sum of Two Hundred Ten
Thousand Dollars ($210,000) for the
purpose of a new Fire Truck and to authorize
the issuance of up to One Hundred Forty
Thousand Dollars ($140,000) of bonds or
notes with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon: Furthermore, to authorize
the withdrawal of up to Seventy Thousand
Dollars ($70,000) from the Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund previously established
for this purpose. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required)
3. Too see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) to be added to the Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this article)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to be added to the Highway Loader
Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this article)
jl
5, To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand .Dollars
($10,000) to be added to the Highway
Department Truck Capital Reserve Fund
previously established.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this article)
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000) to be added to the Civil Defense
Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this article)
7. To see if the Town will vote to change the
purpose of an existing Town Hall Front Steps
Capital Reserve Fund to the Town Buildings
Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund. 2/3 Vote
required) (Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this article)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
?2?
r^N ate thG sum of Five Thousand DollarsU^>,000) to be added to the Town Building
Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund . ( Selec tmen
and Budget Committee recommend this article)
9. To see if the Town will vote to
establish, raise and appropriate the
sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($75,000.00) to be placed in a Capitol
Reserve Assessing Fund and to place
the $75,000.00 in this fund and appoint
Selectmen as agents to expend from this
Fund. This sum to come from fund balance
(surplus) and no amount to be raised
from taxation. (Majority Vote Required)
(Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this article)
10. To see if the Town wishes to continue
support of the Monroe Clinic. A "Yes" Vote
means that the Monroe Clinic will remain
open and that the Selectmen are
authorized as agents to continue
operation and maintenance of the Clinic.
A "No" vote means that the Monroe Clinic
will close. (By Ballot) (This is by
Petition)
11. If Article 10 is defeated what is
the choice of the Voters of the Town
of Monroe for the Clinic being used
for a Town Office Building? (This is
by Petition)
in.
12. If Article 10 is passed will the Toyn
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00)
in a Trust Fund for the operation of the
Monroe Clinic to maintain the up keep of
the existing Building expenses? (This
by Petition)
13. If the Voters decided to change the
Clinic Building into a Town Office
Building what is the wish of. the
voters to continue with a committee
to oversee the Town Office Building?
The Clinic Committee would like to see
the Committee stay involved as a
Committee to oversee the operation of
the Building. (This by Petition)
14. To hear all reports of committees and
officers heretofore chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate $738,548.19. (Operating
Budget Only) for general municipal
operations. This article does not
include special or individual articles
addressed.
16. To transact any business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this
twentieth day of February, in the year
of our Lord two thousand and seven.
Thomas Bedell Selectmen
Gerard Laflamme Town of
Robert Wormer Monroe
A True Copy of Warrant Attest
Thomas Bedell Selectmen
Gerard Laflamme Town of
Robert Wormer Monroe
u
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Northern Human Services/White Mountain Mental Health is requesting level funding for the year
2007 in the amount of $1, 054.00. Our request has not increased for over 10 years. A report ofour
services, including the number of Monroe residents we have served in 2006 and hours of service,
will be sent to you when it becomes available in December.
As always, I would be happy to attend your budget meeting or a selectmen's meeting if further
information about the services we provide to town residents would be helpful to you. Just let me
know the date and time and I will be there!
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2006 Director's Report
Northern Human Services
White Mountain Mental Health
Common Ground
This year White Mountain Mental Health has provided 38.25 hours of outpatient mental health
services to 8 Monroe residents who were either uninsured or underinsured. In addition Common
Ground has spent 3,001 hours supporting citizens of Monroe with a developmental disability to
live full lives.
The number of people accessing all of our services has increased. This year we have particularly
noted a rise in calls to our 24-hour emergency service. At least one clinician is occupied full-time
every day handling unscheduled emergency situations, and both a clinician and a psychiatrist are
on-call nights and weekends to support local residents and local emergency rooms. The increase
in night and weekend contacts has been particularly notable; a 21% increase over 2005.
As citizens of a town from whom we request financial support, you may wonder who uses our
services and how your money is spent. Here are some examples:
• A 42 year old woman referred by to us by emergency room physician when no
physical cause was found to explain her intense headaches. She has no health
insurance.
• A 7-year-old child who constantly disrupts the class with his outbursts. His
parents arc in the process ofdivorcing.
• A young woman whose husband was wounded in Iraq.
• A 16 year old boy brought to the hospital after attempting suicide when his
girlfriend broke up with him
• A 21 -year-old college student, who suddenly began hearing voices, became very
paranoid and was unable to finish the semester.
• A family with a severely developmentally disabled child for whom we provide
funds for periodic respite.
None of these people would have received services if we did not exist. None were able to pay for
private care.
Perhaps you or your family have benefited from our services. We are the "safety net" for North
Country residents who are uninsured or underinsured. The good news is that our towns support
us to allow their residents to access services that are provided by highly competent mental health
professionals at a fraction of the full cost. Additionally, our developmental services program,
Common Ground, provides homes, jobs and support to more than 1 00 persons with a
developmental disability.
As always, we thank you for continuing to help us make these services available.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jane C. MacKay, AfleVDirector
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ANNUAL REPORT - 2006
Riverbend Subcommittee
of the Connecticut River Joint Commissions
I his year the Riverbend Subcommittee updated the water resources chapter of the C onnecticul
River Management Plan, focusing on the many environmental and economic benefits of keeping
floodplains open, shorelands protected from development, and vegetated riparian buffers growing along
riverbanks to keep them stable, keep debris off floodplain fields, and to filter pollutants from water
running off the land into the river.
The Subcommittee continues to cam out our obligation to provide information and assistance
to the states, towns, and local landowners on projects near the river. We encourage towns to consider our
Plan and to incorporate its recommendations when updating town plans and revising zoning ordinances.
There is currently a vacancy in Monroe's representation on the Subcommittee. Citizens interested
in representing the town should contact the selectmen. The Subcommittee is advisory and has no
regulatory authority. The public is welcome tojoin our meetings, on the fourth Thursday evening ofevery
other month at the Littleton Community I louse. A calendar, advice on bank erosion and obtaining permits
for work in or near the river, and a summary ofthe Connecticut River Management Plan are on the web
at w ww.cric.org/ localaction.htm.
P.J. Blanc-hard. Monroe representative to the Riverbend Subcommittee
CONNECTICUT RIVER JOINT COMMISSIONS
This year the Connecticut River Joint Commissions (CRJC) have considered issues as wide-
ranging as the Alstead flood to climate change and the effects of ice jams. In 2006 CRJC provided
$82,000 in Partnership Program grants for locally-inspired projects, including water quality monitoring
OT the Israel River, a geotourism map to include the Connecticut River towns of Coos County, and a
geomorphic assessment of the Wells River.
We hosted die Environmental Protection Agency in announcing results ofthe Connecticut River
Fish Contaminant Study, the first whole-river study of its kind, which was requested by CRJC. Results
for the Riverbend region indicate that mercury is a threat to fishermen and to birds and mammals that eat
Connecticut River fish. PCBs. dioxins, and DDT breakdown products are also present in fish tissue but
are threats only to subsistence fishers and birds, and to recreational fishers between Wilder Dam and
Fifteen Mile Falls. Our web site. www.crtc.org , carries links lo this study and to state fish consumption
advisories.
CRJC supports efforts to safeguard the valley's natural, agricultural, and historic assets, and are
working with businesses and the states to strengthen the local base for tourism through the Connecticut
River Byway. In 2006 we created a manual to help local groups prepare engaging heritage tourism-related
publications to showcase their communities. Visit the Byway at www.ctrivertravel.net.
Appointed by the legislatures ofNew Hampshire and Vermont to guide growth and development
in the watershed, the CRJC are advisory and have no regulatory powers, preferring instead to ensure
greater public involvement in decisions that affect the river region. We welcome the public to our
meetings on the last Monday ofeach month. Visit our web site for a calendar ofevents, useful information
and links, and our newsletters. River Valley News- and River Byway News.
for an electronic copy of this report, please contact
Adair Mulligan at 603-795-2104 or adair.miill man-a-crie.org .
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^JcTRI-COUNTYCOMMUNITY ACTION
Serving Coos, Carroll & Grafton Counties
30 EXCHANGE STREET, 8ERLW, tfiftfc 03570







Tri-Cotmty Community Action Program is a private, non-profit agency that is requesting,
at your 2007 Town Meeting 111,450' in funding from the Town ofMonroe to help support
its Community Contact Divtsteft.
The following is a report of sen- ices provided in fiscal year 2005-2006:
Services Provided: #ofHH Dollar Amount
Fuel Assistance 28 $20,925j
Weatherization 3 $9.:
'•
rte Wide Electrical Assistance Program 15 $6,513
Food Pantry (40 people receiving 3 days worth of food) 10 $800
RctcrraiMi e. H.-aitn. R " « I ega! Aid, nothing...) 79
THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY
ACTION, THE CITIZENS OF MONROE HAS RECEIVED A
TOTAL OF $37,020 IN ASSISTANCE BETWEEN JULY 1, 2005
AND JUNE 30, 2006.
Community Contact provides these and other necessary services for the less fortunate
citizens in your town and surrounding vicinities. We are depending upon funding from
your town and others couotywide.
We sincerely appreciate the Town of Monroe's past support and look forward to our




Woodsville Community Contact Manager
WGATHERfZATION AOMNISTRATTON
?5?-?iC5 752-70Q1
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l AH Cooperative Extension-Grafton County Office
Northam D. Pan-. County Office Administrator
Annual Report 2006
LNH Cooperative Extension provides New Hampshire citizens with research -based education and information and
technical assistance, enhancing their abilirv to make informed decisions that strengthen youth, families and commute
sustain natural resources, and improve the economv
Funded through the federal, state and county governments, and competitive grants, educational programs arc
designed to respond to the local needs of citizens, through direction and support of an elected volunteer Advisory Council
Education programs and assistance are objective, informal and practical in nature, most are at no direct cost for
participants Clients' needs are met through phone calls, letters and printed materials, hands-on workshops, on-site visits,
seminars and conferences, and up-to-date web sites. Our staff is able to respond quickly with needed information via
electronic mail, keeps up-to-date on the latest research and information, and works collaboratively with many agencies and
organizations.
A professional staff of four educators and one specialist work out of the Extension Office located in the Grafton
County Administralivc Offices in North Haverhill Another professional member works in Plymouth to provide nutrition
education programs for limited-resource families and schools Additional support is provided through trained volunteers
who assist with Extension programs and increase our outreach capabilities.
Educational Programs in Grafton County, FY 06:
To Strengthen NH's Communities: Community Conservation Assistance Program; Preserving Rural
Character through Agriculture; Urban and Community Forestry; Community Youth Development;
Volunteer Training (Master Gardeners. Coverts Cooperators, Community Tree Stewards, 4-H Leaders);
Community Profiles
• To Strengthen NH's Family and Youth: After-School Programs; Famih Resource Management; 4-
HY'outh Development; Nutrition and Food Safety Education; Parenting Education; Cradle Crier/Toddler
Tale Newsletters; Volunteer Leader Training.
To Sustain NH's Natural Resources: Dairy Management; Agro-ecology; Forest Resources Stewardship.
Fruit Production and Management; G1S Training; Lakes Lay Monitoring; Integrated Pest Management;
Ornamental Horticulture, Insect and Disease Control; Vegetable Crop Production; Wildlife Habitat
Improvement Water Qiialitv /Nutrient Management; Estate Planning and Conservation Easement
Education,
To Improve the Economy: Small Business Assistance (Forest industry. Loggers, and Foresters; Farms
and Nurseries); Farm and Forest Product Marketing. Agricultural Business Management. Family Financial
Management
Extension Staff: Tom Buob. Agricultural Resources; Kathleen Jablonski. 4-H/Youth Development, Michal Lunak. Dairy;
Deborah Maes, Family &. Consumer Resources; Northam Parr. Forestry' &. Wildlife Resources. Robin Peters^ Nutrition
Connections; Educators are supported by Teresa Locke. Donna Milton and Knstina Vaughan at the Extension Office.
Extension Advisory Council ; Sheila Fabnzio, North Haverhill; David Keith, North Haverhill; Shaun Lagueux, Bristol;
lane O'Donnell, Littleton; Dehby Robie, Bath; Carol Ronci. Franconia; Rep. Martha McLeod. Franconia; Denis Ward
(Chair). Monroe. Teen Members include Jacob Burgess. Bath and Faith Putnam, Piermorrt.
Extension Office Hours arc Monday through Friday from 8 AM to 4 PM,
Phone: 603-7X7-6944 Fax: 603-787-2009
Email: graftouaceunh.uiih.edu
Mailing Address: 3855 DCR Box 5. North Haverhill, NH 03774-4909
Web Site: www.cxtcnsion .unli.edu
Extension programs and policies are nondiscriminatory with regard to age. color, handicap, national origin, race,











P. O. Box 63
Monroe, NH 03771
Dear Friends:
We thank you so very much Tot your generous support again this past year.
West Bamet Senior Mealsite has had a very exciting and productive year. One of
our biggest gifts from Area Agency on Aging was a beautiful new stainless steel
side-by-side refrigerator accompanied by some other cooking utensils, such as large
double boilers, etc. which we were able to purchase. We also received a used meat sheer
which made life a little easier for our cook, Susan Wood. To add ^icing to the cake,*' two
of our Board members, Me! Pierce and Donald Nelson finished up our refurbished
kitchen area by installing a stainless steel drainboard, completely enclosing our sink area
and building very much needed drawers and doors to hold smaller kitchen utensils A
sprayer was added to our triple-sink,new locks installed on the door and we are so
grateful for all these improvements.
However, as with all organizations, the on-going expenses continue as we are
responsible for cooking fuel, paper goods, etc. One ofour freezers needs replacement.
Many Monroe people volunteer their time and many others are well-served through the
delivery of homebound meals. We also greatly appreciate the dedication ofour
homebound drivers.
Through the loss ofsome of our friends and neighbors a few memorial gifts have
been received. Otherwise, we look to local municipalities for their generosity. Won't
you please consider contributing to our organization this year? Your support check may
be forwarded to our mealsite manager, Audrey Bogie, Box 27, East Ryegate, VT 05040.
With sincere appreciation,
Marilyn Dickinson, Secretary
West Bamet Senior Mealsite
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Woodsville Rescue Ambulance
P0 Box 191 Business Telephone 60
Woodsville, NH 03785-0191 FAX 60





Attached is our EMS annual budget report based on our figures for 2006 that were
finalized yesterday. We project a tiny ilind balance at the end of2007 so. once again, we
are holding the per capita rate of$14.50 at par with the previous years. This represents a
cost of$11,687 based on a population figure of806.
Most of the budget is clear with the exception ofthe payroll figures. We have been
experimenting with
%
*on calf backup crews to help with transfers primarily. This
enhances our call volume and patient fee earnings. Our payroll also sees an annual 3%
cost of living increase. Our basic crew member earnings may need to increase to stay
above the new minimum wage standards.
We also may come to your board this year to explore the possibility of setting up a board
of directors for our operation. We wouid seek a representative from each member town
to oversee the operation of this service. This would be much the same as the Cottage
Hospital Volunteer Ambulance was managed up until 1986 when the Woodsville Fire
District assumed the responsibility. Several options are being explored for improving our
management and we may come to you to discuss this possibility in the future.





- Proudly Serving -
- Bath, Benton, Haverhill and Monroe, New Hampshire
- Groton. Newbury and Ryegate, Vermont -
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Balance Forward $41,815.05 $41,515.05 $26,761.67
Donations $145.00
interest $126.29
Patient Fees $300,000.00 $315,772.86 $320,000.00
Special Events $3,450.00 $3,306,22 $3,400.00
Town Assessments $140,400.00 $Mt*iZ2*00_ $149,472.00
Total: $494,665.05 $513,637.42 $499,633.67
Expenses:
Ambulance Payments $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $20,000.00
Billing Services $22,000.00 $18,942.77 $22,000.00
Building Payments $10,000.00 $18,000.00 $18,000.00
Collections $200.00 $0.00 $0.00
Dispatch $10,895.00 $10,895.00 $13,159.00
Fuel $0,000.00 $10,545.40 $10,500.00
Health Insurance $13,000.00 $14,781.36 $15,000.00
Infection Control $200.00 $269.92 $200.00
Insurance $22,000.00 $22,445.00 $23,000.00
Legal $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Maintenance $11,000.00 $14,390.91 $14,000.00
New Equipment $23,700.00 $23,451.28 $4,000.00
Office $5,000.00 $5,185.12 $5,300.00
Oxygen $2,800.00 $2,999.62 $3,100.00
Payroll $280,000.00 $298,051.57 $330,000.00
Public Relations $1,000.00 $169.85 $1,000.00
Supplies $4,000.00 $4,150.19 $4,300.00
Training $5,500.00 $2,463.38 $3,500.00
Uniforms $3,000.00 $2,221.86 $2,500.00
Utilities $10,000,00 $7,912^2. $8,500,00
Total: $471,295,00 $466,875.75 $496,059.00
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Enjoying the snow during recess
FISCAL YEAR
July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006
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Monroe School District
School Warrant
The State of New Hampshire
For Fiscal Year 2007-2008
To the inhabitants of the School District of Monroe in the County of Grafton, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Monroe Town Hall in said District on
Tuesday, the thirteenth (13
th
) day ofMarch 2007. Polls will open for the election
of District Officers at 12:00 noon and close not earlier than 6:00 p.m. Action on
all remaining articles will commence at 7:00 p.m.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the ensuing year.







To choose by non-partisan ballot, a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
To choose by non-partisan ballot,
one School Board member for a term of three (3) years,
one School Board member for a term of three (3) years,
one School Board member for a term of one year.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
$1,878,544.02 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for
school district officials and agents, and for the payment for the
statutory obligations of the district. The school board recommends
$1,878,544.02. This article does not include appropriations voted in
other warrant articles. (Majority vote required)
Shall the Monroe School District, if article 5 is defeated, authorize the
governing body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address
article 5 cost items only. (This article may be passed over if article 5 is
approved.)
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) to be added to the school building
maintenance trust fund previously established. The school board
recommends this appropriation.
Monroe School District FY 2005-2006 Annual Report
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Monroe School District will vote to approve the cost item
included in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the
Monroe School District Board and the Monroe Education Support








2007-2008 $4,752 $628 $5,380
2008-2009 $4,903 $661 $5,564
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,380.00 for the 2007-
2008 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable
to the increase in salaries and payroll taxes over those of the
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The
school board recommends this appropriation.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-four thousand five hundred dollars ($24,500.00) to be added to
the school tuition trust fund previously established. The school board
recommends this appropriation.
ARTICLE 10: To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Monroe this 1st day of February 2007.
Paula Guion, Chair and date signed
Bradford Bailey and date signed
Karl Johnson and date signed
Daniel Powers and date signed
Deborah Lundin verbal resignation 12/13/06
MONROE SCHOOL BOARD
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MS-26 Page 2
1 2
ExppndlUroc Appropriations Appropriation* Appropriation
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. lor Year 7i1i'OE C jrren" year Ac EiKUkig FY Ensuing FY
Ao«.» |R8A 3£:3.Vj A=!T * to B'SO.O* Approved by DRA (•LCOMMCHDCLOI MM i L-. vr. t.-Li. . ll
INSTRUCTION (1000-1999) xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1100-1168 Pegu jr Program* 6 92* 71 8.81 934.77360 867 9B8.87
1200-129B Speoal 3 ro»orarrt 6 ISi 666.88 1B6.62* £0 2 2 E 140.18
IS00-13.ee Vooatlonal Frogram* 6 24,467.74 11.414-0-0 9.1B7.60
1400-1*98 Other =rogram c. £ J7Q3.B6 4,884.00 : SOB.00
1 600-1 see Non-p ubllo Program*
1600-1S&B Ad jrt 4 Community Program*
SUPPORT SERVICES {2000-2999} xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Student Support Service* 39,*7a.ac 61 .067.38
lntfruaiton.il Staff lervloa* M.51A.9:
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
2310 3*0 School Board Contingency
2810-2398 Qthar Softool Board £ 17,328.66 24.227.6-0 24.948.00
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
2320-410 SAU Management Servians
2320-239 B All Other Admlnictraticp. £ 132O08.4* £1 3.704-00 2266*2.14
£400-24*8 School Adrn-ilctralton Service 6 270.24 42: :: 600.00
2600-2698 Buc nece
2800-2B9B Operation 4 Malntenanoe of Plan? I 1-1-6 3*4.14 128.381.S0 87 .327.00
2700-27*8 Student Transp artatlnn 5 10.3,978.10 1 28.42GvOO 134,490.00







0~-fER OUTLAYS [5000-5999] XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
6119 Debt larv jq* - Prtna pal
6120 Debt lBfvta« - Interact
FUND TRANSFERS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
£220-6221 To Food Servloa 5 S3.54IS.65 53,717 03 55,358.15
6222-6228 To C-tner Spaca ^.evanua
6230-G23B To Capita, a ro.*&t*
6261 To Capita Recervac
6262 To Expendable- Trjct |»eea pc ll
6263 To Non-Expendable Trusts
6264 To Agency FundE
6300-6396 Intergovernmental Agency Alloo.
SUPFLEMEHTA-
DEFICIT
SUBTOTAL 1 6 ',714,735.75 1,315.671-73 1,876,5*4.32 0.03
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MS-26 Page 3
PLEASE PROVIDE FURTHER DETML:
*
Amount of one ^52 wlucn la for Haafin Maintenance Trust $
tr you ftavs a Una Item of appropriations from- more titan one warrant article,
total for the ensuing year.
fees RSA 19BC2G-C, VJ
i tire space bslov* to Identity ttia make-up of the I
ACCt. *8
Warrant




**S FECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
Special warrant articles are defined fn RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1} in petitioned warrant artfcles; 2) approprlationa
raised by handle or notes; 3j» appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, auch aa capital reserve funds or
trust funds ; 4} an appropriation designated on llw waarant as a special article or as a ncnlapslng or norrtransfsraDle
art :-le
2 3 4 5 6 7
Expenditures Appropriations Appropriations AppjcprialioriB
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for TOarWMS Current Year As WARM. Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acel# £R8A 32:3,V& tB&«3COT6 Approved OV DRA ARTJf CRaD0ttll»U3Q}t (MOT RECOMSlEHEeOfi
2GC8 BulMlng MainfBance Trust Fund 20.000 20,000 7 20,000
1100 HS Tuition Trust Fund 45,660 9 24,500
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx 44,500 xxxxxxxxx
^INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
"fetdlviduar warrant articles ate not necessarily the same aa "special warrant arilcSea". Examples of individual wanant
articles might He: \\ Negotiated cost Itsma for labor agreements; 2) Leasee; 3) Supplemental approprlationa ferine current
year for wMeh funding Is already avallaMe; or 4} Deficit appropn ail oris for trie current y®$g whlcii musi be funded through
taxation.
2 3 4 5 6 7
Expenditures Appropriations Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for Year TflffiS Current Year As WARR. Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
AccU fRSA 32:3,V) to@f3l»{}6 Approved By DRA ARTJE ptecCNHNEHQEE>|t mn WHAWilllJIILILLH
1100 Labor Agreement 12r935
1100 Labor Agreemefrt 29J87 3 5t380
1100 FY 2006 Delict Reduction 52,262.18
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx 5f380 xxxxxxxxx
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WARR. Actual Revenuee Revised Revenues Revenues
Acct.* SOURCE OF REVENUE ART* Prtttr Year Current Vear EHSUIMO FISCAL VEAF
REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
1300-1349 Tuition
1400-1449 Transportation Fees
1500-1539 Earnings on Investments 1.293.41 1.QGO.0O 1.200.00
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 18,000.00
1700-1799 Student Activities
1 800-1 B99 Community Services Activities
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 928.12 37,054.00
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX nA.AJvA.JV.A,AA,
3210 School Building Aid
3220 Kindergarten Aid
3230 Catastrophic Aid 7.0CO.D0
3240-3249 Vocational Aid
3250 Adult Education
3260 Child Nutrition 132.65 4DQ.DD. 40D.CO
3270 Driver Education
3290-3299 Other State Sources
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants 45,122.03 35,000.30 33.003.0C'
4540 Vocational Education
4550 Adult Education
4560 Child Nutrition 1,638.40 1.7DD.20 1 .900.00
4570 Disabilities Programs
4580 Medicaid Distribution
isMtaaa Other Federal Sources (except 4810}
4810 Federal Fofest Reserve 183.74 ico.d: 100.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5110-5139 Sale o* Bonds sr Notes
5221 Transfer from Food Servtce~Spec.Rev.Fural
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds
5251 Transfer from Capital Reserve Funds
MS-2S
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Budget - School District of. FY
ESTIMATED
IWRR. Actual RevanysB Revised Revenues REVENUES
ACOt* SOURCE OF REVENUE ARTJI P iter Year Current Year ENiWMQ F*CAL YEAR
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES cent XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
5252 Trsnsfar from EMijrandatJiB Txusl Funds
5253 Transfar from Non-Expandable Trust Fmds
S30D-5SSS Qiher Financing Sources
5141 This Suction tor Calculation of RAM's
[Rslmijursemerst AntScqjatlor! Notes] Par RSA
1 98:20-0 For Catsstropiie Aid Borrowing
RAN. Revenue TWa FY less
RAH, Revenue Last FY
=«ET RAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
votetf From Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Rsduce Taasea f3.SS7.flfl 23 «:= ::
Total Estimated Revenue & Credits 71,051-41 Sa,8E9.CS 5B,6QBH0
BUDGET SUMMARY**
Current Year Ensting Year
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Rseornmer«ted £from page 2} 1,319.671.73 1,E78.E44iK2
SUBTOTAL 2 Spoeial Warrant Articles Recommenced jfiro pageJJ) 65.6E0IZ 44,5QejSG
SUBTOTAL 3 TndMtfua.l" Warrant Arttelea Recommended: ffrom page 3} 52,252.13 5.38U0O
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 1,93.7,333.6* 1,826.424.32
Lass: Amount of Estimated Revenues S Credits pom above) -©3,853.00 -£6,600000!
Less: Amount of Statewide Enhanced Education Tax/Srant ~374.,456.B5 -347.S26.fflO
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education 1,464,2§a.Sl 1,521.996.32
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MONROE SCHOOL DISTRICT REVENUES
Prior Year Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes
Code Revenue from State Sources
1991 Adequate Education Grant
3240 Catastrophic Aid
327D Child Nutrition
Revenue from Federal Sources
440D Federa Grand Funds (Fund 2D)
4460 Child Nutrition



























Revenue from Local Sources Other than Taxes
1510 interest on Investments
1 99D Other Local Revenue







TOTAL REVENUE BEFORE TAXES 274.582. D1 323,257.0D 249.338.00
Revenue from Local Tax Sources
Local Appropriation for General Fund
1121 Budget
Local Appropriation for Food Service
1122 Fund









REVENUES 1.804.727.90 1 .8 19,07 1.70 1,878.544.02
1121 Individual Warrant Articles
Tu rtian "^ru st Fund
Building Maintenance Trust Fund 20.000.00
Labor Agreement with teachers 12,935.00








TOTAL REVENUES 1.967,450.00 1.937,593.38 " 7*2E.,-2- C2
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1 ,878.544.02 = Total for Gen Fund







A 3 D FY 20O7-2CO8
Fund 10
FUNCTION 1100 REGULAR ED
1 1D Professional Daisies 263,251.62 233.81- 03 259.E73.EO
110 Readrg Specaist 0.00 WW 16,000.00 4H Minimum Standard
110FCSteSCner -ICO : :c 4,0OQ.QQ 4H Minimum Standard
120 SutsstJtute Salaries 3,057.05 5.000.00 6,000.00 nc. to $65Vday
211 Heafir nsurarce 64.C63.61 54,472.03 70,-* 65.CO
213 Life Insurance 43ZJ0D 603.03 700.CO
220 FICA (Soda! Security k SterJcan 13.S6t.73 22,477.03 24.929.57
232 "eacner Reremerrt 7.121.21 13,757.03 16.171.00
250 Unempta/rner. ins. comp







250 Heartr ftsurarce Buycuts 2,073.75 2,324.03 2,699.00
320 Itinerant "eacfeFStTutDrs 12^83.79 14,033.03 15.5O3.D0
321 VLC 1D0 Acre Wood Pragrarr 599.39
:-:i Gr?ca F-5 F yroLT.n Parnatten 1,10103
330 Ctner Ptrcfased Services 503.00 253.03 250.00
430 Repair Musical OtFer
Instruments 3Q3.00 303.00 200.CO














£61 HDTuMonlr-Staoe-WHS 21,164.00 corrffimefl at lows-price
561 HD TUfion Ir-Stas- Ma
CctaTGry crarter Academy
562 US Cut of State TuBor Bute
MT Academy







562 HS out of State Tultten St. J
Academy or 35 Know* studerrte
610 Supplies
510 "ecfrtotogy ELppfies 1.143.00
640 ~exi Boots 2.558.72 4.14603 385.C0
540 Social studies texttoocs
540 ~rade rkxsfcs 1.380.23 1.435.53 2.960.CO
640 Pertedlcats 253.67 857.03 1.260.CO
550 Software 354.04 953.03 210.00
555 ~ecfinotogy Salware 140.00 1,000.00
734 Addlitans Equipment 2.704.53 4,284.03 4,060.00
735 ~ecfnc*ogy Equipment 763D.D3 5,200.00
733 Furr-lture 398.00 1,115.00 5.296X0
733 Language Arte & social stLdes
510 Dues and -ees 1.003.93 303.03 455.C0
315 'ecfnotogy Dtes & Fees 223.03 28D.C0
TOTALS - FUNCTION 1100 REGULAR I 924,713.9- 534.776.53 957,990.67
10
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FY 2008 Budget Actual Adopted Proposed
Expenes* 2O0G-20O7 2007-2006
Object Description 2005-2006 Budget Budget
Cede
A B C D E FY 20O7-20OB
FUNCTION 1200 SPECIAL E
1 10 Professorial Galares 41,575.00 53.841.03 52.t13.D0




120 s jcsuii_-e salaries 1,60003 3.12O.0O 4g days * $85
211 Heaftr nsurarce 23.653.63 25.952.C0
213 Lire Insurance 72.03 Z9DUDD 250.00
220 FICA (Social Security & Medcan 6.51504 6.152J7 7.536.63
231 N3r-~eacrer Hecrerrent 1.715.99 1,109.03 2,510.00
232 Teacher Retirement 1.518.99 2,034.03 3,022.55
240 CcLrses & worfcsnops 399.79 803.03 800.00
250 Unernptaymert Ins. Comp 381.00 419.00 496.00
260 woilmen s Compensation 241.13 475JTJ0 565X0
3CC "eacner cf Hearing impaired 28,225.03 59,500.00 4 days** @ NCES rate
SeeFund2iSw*£vQC0rrore.
330 Ctner PTCfesslcrai sendees
[Extended Year] 3,072.76 11.783.03 e.Eoa.oo
430 Equipment repairs 450.00
5 10 TranspartaBon expenses - see
2720-51® This line moved to trans.
«_ us Tuaon CL*2*st - st J
Academy 2t.95E.DQ 22,035.00 14,800.00
569 Special ED KS Prttate Tuition 35.503.06
SBO^ravet 552.85 1.03020 800.00 Director mileage tc schools
& meetings
610 Supplies 1.048.32 3.100.03 1,940.00
540 "eXtlXKMS 500.00
640 Boms 535.15 0.00
650 Software 225.00 250.00
734 Special Ed Ado*l 5qMp 7.732.53 1.000J13
310 Dues & Fees 353.00 350.00
TOTALS - FUNCTION 1200 SPECIAL 193.555.6E -95,526.23 2C5,-40.-]3
FUNCTION 1300 VOC^VTIONAL ED
562 Voc Ed Tuittan Cut of state-3 24.457.74 11.4fi.03 9,167.50
TOTALS - FUNCTION 13O0 24,457.74 11,416.00 9,167.50
FUNCTION 1420 SCHC>OL SPONSORED ATHLETICS




750.00 formerly In pier Ire
610 Supplies 790.00 813X0






810 Dues and ?ees 34CS.00 303.03 360X0
TOTALS - FUNCTION 1420 ^TfflSB^ 4.634.D3
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FUNCTION 2112 SUPPORT SERVICES ATTENDANCE
350 'mart oncer n a hs








na Professional Salaries 11M61J» §,343-00 10,138J29
220 FIG* (Social Security & Medcan 753J22 753-00 775.60
230 ReUremer?. 71239 6B9JDD B8G.09
250 Unemptepnerti Ins, coup SjOO 0.00
260 Worfcmerts Compensation 27.63 mm 43.00
320 PurcnasesJ Savtoes 203.03 150.00
510 OSLOTrarespcrcalten 30Q.C0 Man. Of new stutfere teadersfilp
team
513 OSLO Fees 700.ro M.h: Of new stutisri leadership
team
510 G JSp 155 75.03 303.00 150.00
64QBttfts 123.00 150.00 156.00
542 PettKicate 200.00
SS0 Software 11181
310 Dues and Fees 75.03 so.ra
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2120 GUIDANCE
""
J3JAIJI •HSil.ol ^5jS5£M
FUNCTION 2125 RECORD MAINTENANCE
360 "est SCBTflf 503.00
610 supplies
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2125 RECORD ' HIM a.ro
FUNCTION 2130 SCHOOL NURSE
1 12 Nsf-Tsacrer Salaries 5.533.62 T.D17JD0 7,oi7.ro
213 Lft Insurant* 35.03 50.00 so.ro
220 FICA (Social Security & \feHcan 436.13 471.00 47i.ro
2EO UnempJswnepl Ins, Cornp 50.00 74,03 71.00
240 Educator &'rantftg 1S0UD0 15a.ro
260 wortunerfs CcmpensaSon 15.19 3GJ00 30.ro
320 Hum* Riysicafc & Dental Pgrr 100LOO iaa.ro
430 Repairs 150.ro 203.00 210.00
610 Supplies 170.45 150JOO 155.ro
640 Boots 23.03 100.00 iD5.ro
TOTALS - FUNCTION 21313 SCHOOL 5/22.44 9,3±£ d: 5,35910
FUNCTION 2140 PSYCH SERVICES
320 Prof Ed Swcc Ewafe & Testing
See Fund 21 torWMB mow.
510 Supplies
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2140 PSYCH
575.00 2.031 c: e.soo.ro
575.03 2.0DOC0 6,503.00
12









FUNCTION 2150 SPEECH THERAPY
240 Educafior & training
320 F-cf Ec Dsc Dpeeoi "r^-jps:
















200.00 undamood-Bel program Wt
5.742.69 4,25X03 5,269X0
FUNCTION 2163 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES
323 CT *cr 50i StJder-.5
330 Purchased Services
734 Equipment





FUNCTION 2190 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES
320 Ennchmer: Programs
630 Snaclcs Tor Winer AclMttes





395 Winer Asr.tites ScnstarsMps















FUNCTION 221 a STAFF TRAINING
240 Courses & WcrfcsfiopE
240 Support Staff Praf. Development
per contract
5E0 "ravel











FUNCTION 2221 MEDIA SUPERVISION
l-iOUbraryWeaaSceciaUfiO%




fncrease cf $MQ& over total <i
"07 objecs codes 1 10 & 1 f2
adcfl narf-day for Tech Ed &
Tech supples
£739+ Note increase Tram 43^ to SDK
9255 In FY 2307 and to EO*« In FY
2036
12DSuC6tJtU"£ 55.02 165.00 165.00
211 Healtti irvsurarace 5,15137 1i.352.QQ 7,79.3X0
213 ue insurance 36.00 52 02 50XO
13
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FY 2008 Budget Actual Adopted Proposed
Expenses 206G-2007 2007-2008
Object Description 2005-2006 Budget Budget
CXMto
A 3 C D E FY 2007-2008
220 FIQA (Social Sea«% I Meolcan bsbufjo -936.0C 1,935.03
231 NcrvTeaGfer Refirernent 754.22 0.03 Q.OO
250 Unernptej'msrs Ins. Comp 83,00 194 rjg 96.00
260 WorKrnens Compensation 31.73 122IJQ 146.00
5B0 Mieags 174.55
3CO Dues 12.00
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2221 MEDIA 1B.392.9i 37.733.03 39,553.00
FUNCTION 2222 LIBRARY
240 WortSBfops 130O0
•S30 Equipment Repairs 100.00 100.00
510 "ranspsitaEion Expenses 7003 70 00
ilO Supplies 253,96 1.950.03 1.000 00
540 Trade 3m*s 1,113.34 3,560.03 3.500 00
54T ""ext Boots 44.82 400 CO
640 Perfcdlcals mm 125H0 300 00
550 Sofliare 1,345100 950 00
734. Equipment 303.00 TOO CO
311 School-wide F#lerntoensliipw
Dues 403.00
312 Professional Dues & Fees 2D.D2 sq.do
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2222 LIBRARY 1,593.01 3,05402 7X70X0
FUNCTION 2223 MEDIA
430 fuam visual Repairs & sMaM 125.00 205 03 205.00
610 Supplies 224.97 32GJ0G 320.00
734 Media Equ|sment 500.00 SOOjOO 500.00
810 Video Rental Dues 375.00 375,03 37510
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2223 AUDIO 1,224.97 1,4HLQ0 1,400X0
FUNCTION 2311 BOARD
1 12 Nsr-~53£fer Salaries 3,25103 3,250.00 3.250.00
220 FICA (Social Security a Metiican 248-63 249,00 249X0
240 Education aTranrtg 33.03 200JOO 250.00
250 Unemplwuer: ins Cornp 40.00 3900 37.00






540 Advertising 500 00
DO560 ^ra,« 75D0 75
510 Supplies 17.89 3O0JB 300.00
S'OG-JlTAVfflTS 1,0001® 1.000.00
310 Dues and fees 2,855.24 3.D00.O3 3.000X0
TOTALS - FJNCTION 2311 SCHOOL 3.84147 1t .423.03 i 1.377X0
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FUNCTION 2312 BOARD CLERK
330 Otrwr Prcf Svc: Scnoo e :a rd C









1 12 N3r-~eacr*- Saarles 1,503.03 1,80003 1503.00
1 12 Treasurer Saiartes, Deputy 50.03 50.D0
220 FICA (Sodal Security i WetJcan 1U75 142.00 142JJ3
250 unen^teymer. ins. coup 23.03 22.GO
260 Wcrtrrens Compensarion 4.39 10.03 1010
534 'reasurer Postage 230.00 253HO 250.00
610 Supplies 2D.03 20.CO
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2313 1,Si3.14 3JBSJM VMM
FUNCTION 2314 DISTRICT MEETING
403.031 12 Ncr-'eacfter Sasarlee 263.00 400.00
220 FICA (Soda security 4 Medcan 11.90 31.00 3t.Q0
250 Unenpto^nen! Ins. Ccmp f.40 5.03 5.00




550 PrtnOrcg Tears Report 553.03 725JO
610 Supplies
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2314 DISTRICT ESl§5 • JB3J1 \MM
FUNCTION 2316 NEGOTIATIONS
330 Ottier Prcf Sue Negctlatk3i6,
Elementary 3.00 503.03
TOTAiS - FUNCTION ',
NEGOTIATIONS
3.03
FUNCTION 2317 AUDIT SERVICES
330 Oder Prcf SvcAuoft Seratoes






395?.5Z .coo o: 5,503.00
FUNCTION 2318 LEGAL SERVICES
330 Otfter Prcf 5vc: _egal Services







FUNCTION 2321 EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
1 10 Super-Tterde'it .salary
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FY 2008 Budget Actual Adopted Proposed
Expenses 2006-2007 2007-2008
ot set Description 2QO5-20OS Budget Budget
Cede
A 8 £ D E =Y 2007-2088
220 FIC* (SocJai Secultya Medcan 2,373.7C S -320. DO 9,322.02
231 Ncr-Teacfer ^eCrarent 7.373.71 9,620.03 10,360.51
24D Educafier & "rating 2,003.05 2.5O0D3 2,50010
250 UnenpUBrfner. Ins, Comp 267.00 295iJ0 267.00




330 n:smet Netwm, =>C, consunaiM] 9,130 X 5,000.00 dec. sue to ire in UMted io 3
iao.oo
days
330 other Fi&ea 365.00~ 145.00
430 Repairs 150DQ 150.00
531 ^elepharte 3,053,59 3,600.00 3,500.00
532 internet 29365 600.00 5O0.CO E-mal S. neb Costing
534 Forage 1,550.64 2,200.00 2.200X0
540 Advertising 2,655.35 2,800.02 2,500X0
550 Frtntmg 170JTJII 170.00
550 "ravef 2,381.12 2,400.00 2,400.00






310 Awards for Studente &. Stai
BIB Bote fees
310 Dues for S. Searrls





























TOTALS - FUNCTION 2320 62,033.4: ^Ti^injr ggggffi
FUNCTION 2480 GRADUATION SUPPLIES
320 Cc-curr Enrichment
610 Supplies










FUNCTION 2620 BUILDINGS SERVICES
1 12 Ncr-Teacfcer Salaries
1 12 Non-Teacher salaries Part-Tme
211 Health hsurarce
213 Life Insiraroe
220 FICA (Social Security & Medcan
231 Custodian Reflremer:
240 Courses & ?i crtenccs
250 Unempfc^ner': insurance Camp
35.02
S24.53C0 dec. *tm pi
31,129.00 27.67957 0X0 cus-.naars
3,933.92 9.837JB 19,332X0 ird. Health ins dec.
13,302.64 11.533.43 0.00
35.00 100.00 100X0
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FY 2008 Budget Actual Adopted Proposed
Expense* 2O0G-20O7 2007-2008
Object Description 20O5-20OG Budget Budget
Code
A B C D E FY 2007-2000
260 Workmen 6 Conpereaton 657.00 1.296 03 560X0
411 Waters Sewage 1.691.75 520.00 1,600.CO This is a sewer year
430 RepaJr&'Msnl Services Custodian repairs & professional
5,493.63 6.700.00 10.750X0 contractors
449 Equipment Remai aoa a.oo
450 Aianr Monitoring Service E64.5Q 2.100X00 2,100X0
520 Property Ins 4,432.00 4.000J00 6XO0.D0
560 Mleage 564.65 2DDUD0 200.00
610 Supplies 5,355.03 5,350.00 5,800.00
615Securtt>' 203.00 1 ,000X0




624 Fuel 041 25,032.02 25300X0
734 Addfltanal EqjlcTent 3,5511.74 503.00 2,550.00
737 Alarm system
739 Replacement EqLlpmert 6,356.04 6,200X10 Did net replace mower
751 FuTlshlrgs 2,079.01 auoo a.oo
510 Dues & Fees 153.00 152IK} 175X0
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2620 110.793.65 I21.B91J1] 67,527X0
FUNCTION 2630 CARE AND UPKEEP OF GROUNDS SERVICES
330 Mc*lrg 25oaxa Hired landscape serv ice
61D Supplies 32.23 500.00 500.DO
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2630 CARE & 52.2= 502.00 2,700X0
FUNCTION 2640 CARE AND UPKEEP OF EQUIPMENT SERVICES
430 Playground maintenance 5O0 500XO
430 Equipment Repairs i. Mamt 75.53 5O0.D0
430 Manterancs Contracts 4,336.55 5,000.00 6,000X0
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2610 CARE & 4,453.13 E,61t6i ?jn.flo
FUNCTION 2720 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
510 FupliTranspcftstlcr E 45.003.03 57,633.03 57,506X0
510 Pvpts Transportation HS 53.595.01 57,637.03 57.507.00
510 Fuel Cost over S1. to 7,245.43 S.SOQJDO S.5O0.0O
51D Pre-K TrarsporajloFi 463.00
510 'ranspcrtarjon Special Ed 1.62D.D3 4.600X0
510 Summer School Trarspanatton 253.03 250X0
4 7-i : dfetance soccer & 2
03s<elcall games ir3: teg i
510 Afiteftte Transportation 732.50
379.00
9S0.OQ early aTemoon
510 Wlrtter Actfrfues "ransportaeon
511 Off Site Learning Transportaflor 2.954.13 3.835X10 5.D75.0O
See 2 193-390 for OSLO fees
330 Ctner Prof Swcc Elementary Bus Driver Pnysteate
TOTALS - FUNCTION 2720 PUPIL 103.975.12 123,420.03 134,490X0
TOTAL FUND 70 1.641 .644.83 1.733,954.73 1733,1 85.67
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FY 2008 Budget Actual AflCftSd Proposed
Expenses 20OG-28O7 2QQ7-2DB8
OtjBCS Dswrlpilois 2005-2QOS Budge 1 : Budget
C 2d6
FY 20O7-2CO8
Fund 20 School Lunch Program
FUNCTION 3120 FOOD SERVICE OPERATIONS
1 12 Nairfescfcsr Salaries - Foal
Sendee yanager 21.52U.DID 14,451.57 14459.57
i20Sutsuti]feSaiate& 143.50 ««un 44a.no
211 Heafll! insurance 12,302.64 11,533.43 12,383.00
213 life insurance 72.03 50J» mm
220 FICA (SOGlal S«U!lly 1 yedcan tmm 1,358JO 1,139.82
231 F4ai-TfeactHftei»sraant umm 1.000.05 1,263.77
250 Unemptoper, Ins. Comp 276.67 71M 100.00
260 WoUmstfe Cornpensaton 151JGH 4Q0.O5 567.10
430 RepdFEMHnt 1,943.04 %,smm 1,500.00
510 Travel 1DDJDD 550.110
610S'jppl€5 EOS.83 1,3D0LOa 1,700.00
i1D Sippltes - Prspane tubs
16.215-3&
1.500.03 1,500.00
530 F0O8I 15,975.20 15,0QMJ0 See off-setting revenue




310 Djse ans -ees g.os o.co
TOTAL FUND 2Q 53,5*5.69 53.7H EH 55,353.15
SUBTOTAL OF FUNDS 1 AND 241 1.695,390.57 1,734.671.70 1J43,544.02
Fund 21 Federal Projects
FUNCTION 1100 FEDERAL GRANTS ||th(JtaHWtaRl'2L
3C0 REAP & CorsOidSKS Federal
Finds 13,345,18 2i.OM.Oi i5joa.ee
300 IDEA
330 Special Ed purcfiased sen/toes 4120 2,400.05
330 F^/cMjgjcal Senrtass 38145 4,000.05 4.EO0.CO
330 speech wangyap RattHagj1 5254.27 S.OQO.D0 6,000.00
330 Teacher of Deaf
330 OoajpaCmat Therapy 3oa 2,600.02
5,000.00
TOTAL FUND 21 19.345.1S 35.022.02 30,200X0
GRAND TOTAL GENERAL 1,714.735.75 1,811.671.711 1,373,544.02 58,872.32
3,2353%
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FY 2008 Budget Actual Adopted Proposed
Expenses 2006-2007 2007-2006




Fund 22 Building Maintenance Trust




Fund 23 School Tuition Trust
562 High scftool Lnanttepated lulten
expense 45,663.03 24,500X0
Fund 24 LaborAgreements
1 1D Teacher contrac
InGrea&e&ttarraiit article 12.S3E.0a 2.03 QIC
1 12 Support Staff Contract
lncrease^*arrant article 29.797. 10 2 03 5.360X0
42,722.10 2.02 5.360X0
Fund 25 Deficit Reduction
500 FY 2035-2036 deficit 52,262.13 QXO
TOTAL OF ALL FUND 1,777.457.85 1.s37.5s3.sa 1,928,424.02 -9.i69.B8
-0.47%
19
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Monroe District Minutes for 2006 Annual Meeting
March 14th , 2006
The 2006 Annual District Meeting started with the Moderator opening the polls
at 12:00 noon for the purpose of voting for Articles 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this yearS School
Warrant. The polls closed at 6:00 p.m. by the Moderator. Tallying of the votes started at
6:00 p.m. with the District Meeting opening at 7:00 p.m. by the Moderator for the
purpose of conducting the District School Budget and Warrant meeting.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Denis Ward was declared the winner with 117 votes
ARETCLE 2: To choose, by Non-partisan ballot a School District Clerk for the ensuing
year:
Elizabeth Ward was declared the winner with 109 votes.
ARTICLE 3 : To choose by Non-partisan ballot a District Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Laurel Gibson was declared the winner with 123 votes.
ARTICLE 4: To choose by non-partisan ballot, one School Board member for a term of
three (3) years.
Don Merchand received 43 votes with Daniel Powers receiving 78 votes and Daniel
was declared the winner.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the district would vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
$1,877,078.70 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school
district officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory obligations of the
district. The school board recommends $1,877,078.70. This article does not include
appropriations voted in other warrant articles. (Majority voted required)
Motion made by Board member Chairman Don Merchand and second by Board
member Brad Bailey. Chairman Don Merchand gave explanation on budget. Much
discussion on this article from the townS people with the budget committees
recommendations.
An amendment to article 5 was may by Joyce Cate for the budget committee to see if
the district would vote to raise and appropriate the amount of $1, 815,477.70 (one
million eight hundred fifteen thousand four hundred seventy-seven dollars and
seventy cents) for the support of schools for the payment of salaries, for the school
district officials and agents and for the payment for the statutory of obligations of
the district and second by James Dewitt. Joyce explained the cost and where the
budget committee would like to see the cuts made.
Motion by Scott Peterson to amend the amendment to article 5 so that Heidi Scott s
position would be brought back to full time. Scott recommended that we add
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$4,694(four thousand six hundred ninety four dollars) back into the Media
Supervison for a total of $1,820,171.70 (one million eight hundred twenty thousand
one hundred seventy-one dollars and seventy cents), making her job a full time
position 5 (five) days a week. This motion was second by Karl Johnson.
Maynard Farr moves the question.
Scott Peterson withdrew his original motion and Karl Johnson withdrew his second.
Scott Peterson made motion to amend the amendment to add $4694 (four thousand
six hundred ninety-four dollars) for Heidi Scott position to the amendment on
article 5 for the sum of $1,820,171.70 )one million eight hundred twenty thousand
one hundred seventy-one dollars and seventy cents). This motion was seconded by
Karl Johnson.
A hand count was 21 no and 76 yes and the amendment to the amendment to the
article 5 passes.
Terry Gorham requested that the vote for the amendment to the article 5 be by
written ballot. The vote was 54 no and 63 yes and the amendment to the article
passes.
Request for written ballot on Article 5 was requested by Terry Gorham with 5
signatures. Majority vote required. Article 5 was passed with 49 no s and 71 yes.
ARTICLE 6: Shall the Monroe School District, if article 5 is defeated, authorize the
governing body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address article 5 cost items
only. (This article may be passed over if article 5 is approved.)
Maynard Farr made motion to pass over Article 6 as written and second by Bruce
Frazer. Motion passed with voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the district would vote to raise $52,262.18 to eliminate the
general fund deficit for the current school year ofFY 2005-2006 pursuant to RSA
189:28-a. The School Board recommends $52,262.18.
School Board Chairman Don Merchand made motion we accept this article as
written with second from Board member Paula Guion. This article passes with
voice vote.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the district would vote and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000.00) to be added to the school building maintenance trust fund
previously established. The School Board recommends this appropriation.
Motion made by Board Chairman Don Merchand and Second Board member by
Paula Guion as written. This article passes with voice vote.
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ARTICLE 9: To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
forty-five thousand six hundred sixty dollars ($45,660.00) to be added to the school
tuition trust fund previously established. The School Board recommends this
appropriation.
Motion made by Board Chairman Don Merchand and Second by Board Member
Brad Bailey. This article passes with voice vote.
ARTICLE 10: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Maynard Farr made mention of the sign in front of the School. Should be kept
more up-to-date on information.
Gerry Laflamme made motion for the Board to do a study as to whether we should
be back in the SAU. Motion was seconded by Cindy Frazer. This motion was
passed with a voice vote.




ORGANIZATION OF SAU 77
SCHOOL BOARD
Don Merchand Term Expires 2006
Paula Guion Term Expires 2007
Deborah Sanders-Dame Term Expires 2007
Glenn Wagner (replaced Sanders-Dame until March 2005
voting)
Van-George Belanger, Chair Term Expires 2005
Joan Tyler Mead Term Expires 2005
MODERATOR TREASURER
Denis Ward Laurel Gibson
CLERK TRUANT OFFICER



















Grades Pre-Kindergarten & Kindergarten
Grades 1 & 2
Grades 3 & 4
Grades 5 & 6
Grades 7 & 8, Language Arts & Social Studies
Grades 7 & 8, Math & Science
Special Education
Music/Band
Art through December 2004
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State of the School
February, 2007
The state of every school should always be dynamic. Continuous improvement
is the only choice for a school that is preparing children for an ever-changing world.
This school year has seen improvements in student health and fitness through
the addition of daily breakfast . Healthy breakfast choices are available for $1.00 and free
or reduced meals are available for eligible families. Many students buy items 'a la carte
for breakfast or a mid-morning snack. We have become a Team Nutrition school and
serve only foods that are recommended on the USDA Food Pyramid for children. The
School Board has approved a Wellness Policy to support both nutrition and fitness
throughout the school day.
Another critical improvement is the addition of a Library-Media Specialist and
Technology Educator. Our library collection has been weeded and expanded. The
librarian is evaluating online cataloging software and students will learn this system
which is already in place in high school and public libraries. A library design to
stimulate student interest and to reflect current practices in child literacy has been
presented to the school board who will be requesting funding through the Buffam Trust.
We are now able to address required technology skills from K through grade 8. Evidence
of technology applications in core subject areas is being compiled in electronic portfolios
for each student.
Recently we have been able to hire a licensed Family and Consumer Science
teacher for grades 5-8. Required instruction in family and money management, resource
conservation, nutrition and career exploration will now be available to Monroe students.
The NH Science Framework has been updated and a tri-state assessment will be
piloted in spring 2007. We have adjusted curriculum topics to align with Science grade
level expectations. In Fall 2007, the NH Social Studies Framework revision was
completed and MonroeS SS curriculum will need to be aligned in the near future.
Students with special needs are making extraordinary progress at Monroe
School as a result of research-based instructional methods, parent commitment and full
inclusion by both teachers and students.
Additional improvements are needed in several areas.
• Reading Specialist with Reading Recovery training - First-graders throughout
NH, VT and most of the US have Reading Recovery services available in their
school. Monroe children do not. The initial training for a RR teacher is time-
consuming and costly. However, world-wide data shows that 98% of children
who receive this early reading intervention go on to be fluent readers. The
absence of a RR trained reading specialist has left some students struggling
unnecessarily to become fluent readers.
• Foreign Language DThe child development research is clear that language
sounds need to be learned before a child is 10 years old. Our childrenB world is
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a global one and American schools have fallen drastically behind in teaching the
languages of other cultures. Early language instruction develops non-English
sounds and stimulates interest in world citizenship.
• Supplemental Instruction LlNot every child learns in the same way on the same
day. Some children cannot meet current grade level expectations through classes
that meet 5 LI hours/day for 1 80 days each year. Everyday , there are children
who do not ttatch-onDand supplemental instruction is needed. The wisdom of
the agrarian school day and school calendar needs to be reviewed.
The school is grateful to conscientious school board members and voters who
recognize the necessity of providing 21
st
century programs for children who will soon be
taking the reins of the 21
st
century world.
Karen Winter Stewart, MSW
District Administrator









grader)Pierce Corey Memorial Award
Merle Powers Memorial Award
Nancy Zickler Memorial Award
Yearbook Dedication
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Math & Science aptitude
Artistic Skills














Honor Roll for the year, grades 6-8
For a student to receive high honors for the school year a numerical grade in the core
subjects of 93 or above for all 3 trimesters must be obtained along with a performance
rate of commendable or satisfactory in core subjects. This is based on participation,
maintenance of assignment book, homework completed on time, arriving at class
prepared, following directions, proofreading/checking work, and working independently.
Conduct is another area where the student is evaluated. Conduct is based on the
students ability to cooperate with others, show respect to peers and staff, and exhibit
proper school behavior. In addition, some subjects are broken down into components
which receive numerical performance ratings as well.
A student receives honors for the same reasons above with the exception of numerical
grade of 85-92.
Grade 8
Brittany Regis - High honors in Language Arts, Social Studies, Math and Science
Grade 7
Dhaniele Duffy - High honors in Language Arts, Honors in Science Math and Social
Studies
Katelyn Guion - High honors in Social Studies, Math, Honors in Language Arts and
Science
Brittany Leafe - High honors in Language Arts, Social Studies, Math and Science
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Courtney Ward - High Honors in Social Studies, Science, and Honors in Math and
Language Arts
Nicholas Ward - Bonavita-Honors in Science and Social Studies
Grade 6
Carla Anderson - Honors in Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science
Luke Anderson - Honors Science
Jonathan Bailey - High Honors in Social Studies, Science, Honors in Math and Language
Arts
Allison Brown -High honors in Language Arts, Social Studies, Science and Math
Meagan Brown - High honors in Language Arts, Social Studies, Science and Math
Tory Leonard - Honors in Language Arts and Science
Brandon Moyse - Honors in Science, Math, Social Studies and Language Arts
Ashton Wagner - Honors in Science
2005-2006 School Year Enrollment for
Preschool through Grade 8
Number of K-grade 8 pupils registered during the year 78
Percent of Attendance 95%
Enrollment by Grade PK12345678
Number of Pupils 111159557 13 93
2005-2006 School Year Enrollment for all
High School Students - Grades 9-12
Number of pupils registered during the year 55
Enrollment by Grade 9 10 11 12
16 14 9 16
High School pupils for whom whole or partial tuition
was paid by the district 55
High School Enrollment by School
St. Johnsbury Academy 50
LEARN 1
Woodsville High School 2
Burke Mt. Academy 1
North Country Charter Academy 1
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SHOOL TAX RATE
School Year Type of Tax Tax Rate




























Lego robotics taught by Louisa Bliss.
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FY 2006 TREASURER S REPORT
Monroe School District Montly Cash Management
for Month Ended June 2006
Cash on Hand, July 1,2005
District Assessment
Received from Selectmen to Date
Deposited funds to NHPDIP
Total Received from State Funds to Date
Total Received from Federal Funds to Date
Total Received from Trust Funds to Date
Total Received All Other Sources to Date
Total Receipts to Date
Less School Board Orders Paid to Date
Less WGSB Service Charges to Date

















Off site learning opportunity at Plimoth Plantation in Mass.
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PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street - Concord, NH 03301-5063 - 603-225-6996 - FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
The auditors Dreport for fiscal year 2005-2006 was not ready at the time
this Town Report had to go to the printers. We hope the finished report
will be ready in time for the March Town Meeting. If it is done, we will
have copies of the report at the meeting for you to pick up.
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From Plodzik & Sanderson PA:
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Years of Service as of 06/30/2006
Employee Job Hire Date Years Worked Notes
Wormer, Gayle L. Nurse 20% 09/01/1984 21.75
Newton, Sr., Willard E. Custodian 06/15/1987 19.00 Resigned 06/30/2006
Lang, Sandra A. Admn - Admn Secret'y 08/10/1987 18.83
Stavseth, Wendy E. Teacher 08/31/1987 18.83
Weber, Jennifer R. Teacher 08/30/1989 16.83
Ward, Jeanne L. Teacher 06/07/1991 15.00
Bailey, Patricia M. Food Service Director 08/26/1991 14.83 Resigned 06/30/2006
Guibord, Cindy L. Food Service Asst. PT 08/24/1993 12.83
Gibson, Laurel A. District Treasurer 03/14/1995 11.25
Ward, Elizabeth J. District Clerk 03/15/1995 11.25
Scott, Heidi L. Library/Nurse Aide 08/28/1996 9.83 Resigned 06/30/2006
Allin, Leah D. Teacher 03/15/1999 7.25
Beamis, Shirley E. Admn - Admn Assistant 07/01/1999 6.92
Davie, Stephen E. Custodian Part-Time 06/18/2003 3.00
Stewart, Karen W. Admin - District Admr 07/01/2003 2.92
Kenney, Daniel R. Teacher 08/25/2003 2.83
Gaouette, Pamela Sp Ed Aide, SLP 08/29/2003 2.83
Meckes, Kelley A. Sp Ed Aide, MCS 08/29/2003 2.83
Rickey, Sarah S. Sp Ed Aide, PreK - K 11/10/2003 2.42 Left 04/22/2006
Hull, Bonnie Sp Ed Teacher 06/15/2004 2.00
Bliss, Louisa K Teacher 08/23/2004 1.83
Tulp, William D. Teacher 01/31/2005 1 .42 Resigned 06/30/2006
Fortier, Laura J. Substitute 08/29/2002 3.83
Lundin, Deborah A. Substitute 09/16/2004 1.75
Thomas, Mary E. Substitute 09/26/2005 0.75
Brown, April L. Substitute 10/27/2005 0.67
Graves, Rose A. Substitute 10/27/2005 0.67
Everett, Beverly M. Substitute 02/11/2006 0.33
Mead, Joan T. Board 03/12/2002 4.00 Resigned 02/2006
Belanger, Van-George R. Board 03/12/2002 4.00 Resigned 03/2006
Merchand, Donald Board 03/11/2003 3.00 Finished his term
Guion, Paula J. Board 03/11/2004 2.25
Wagner, Glenn Board 08/17/2004 1.58 Resigned 03/2006
Lundin, Deborah Board 03/18/2005 1.25
Bailey, Bradford S. Board 03/18/2005 1.25
Powers, Daniel Board 03/14/2006 0.25
Johnson, Karl Board 03/14/2006 0.25
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FY 2006 Accounts Payable Vendors
Vendor Amount Vendor Amount
AIMS Educational Foundation 138.64 Classroom Direct 570.31
Allin, Leah 173.18 Cochlear Americas 130.00
Alt N Technology 495.00 College House Enterprises 32.00
Amazon.com 556.73 Community Playthings 1,994.00
American Tank Management 2,789.00 Conn. Valley League 300.00
Anthem Life Insurance 972.00 Constructive Playthings 143.54
ARC 1,795.59 Corkins, Jennifer 70.00
Arts and Activities 24.95 Cotton, Nancy S. 667.00
ATD-AMERICAN CO. 539.31 CPTOYS.COM 269.98
Aubuchon #025 48.74 Creative Diversity 62.63
Bailey, Julie 106.83 Culture for Kids 284.19
Bailey, Pat 69.50 Curriculum Associates 107.68
Beamis, Shirley 112.61 Daley, Richard 1,650.00
Bliss, Louisa - vend 811.21 Deer Creek 1,377.50
Bond Auto Parts 19.20 Dell Catalog Sales 2,850.56
Borders Books 33.97 Dell Marketing 116.73
Boxcar & Caboose St. J 62.70 Delta Education 1,552.73
Boynton, Jay C. 485.00 Dick Blick 1,332.78
Bradford-Pratts 768.79 Dinn Bros. 154.88
Brooks Pharmacy 11.12 Discovery Channel 59.89
Brown, Russell 298.95 Discovery Store 104.77
Bureau of Ed & Research 358.00 DR Symantec.com 48.14
Burke Mountain Academy 10,520.00 Duffy, Ann 500.00
Burlington Food 11,578.57 EAI Education
a
167.70
Caledonian Record Publ Co 432.50 Earthlink 153.65
Cambium Learning, Inc. 277.68 ECHO@Leahy Center 190.50
Cannon Mountain Ski 121.00 EconFun, LLC 59.29
Capitol Alarm Systems 2,727.00 Educational Resources 239.40
Carolina Biological Supply Co 25.95 Empire Janitorial 3,828.50
Carolina Science and Math 1,324.52 Evan-Moor 40.23
Carus Publishing Co 90.25 F-Prot Antivirus 158.00
CDW Government, Inc. 19,107.50 Farr, Maynard 25.00
Ctrfor Engineering Ed'l Outreac 2,550.00 Foggs 570.20
Central Restaurant 235.01 Freedom Scientific 1,014.00
Children's Library Resources 124.20 Fullerton, D. Jeff 87.60
Gaouette, Pamela 877.08 LEARN 16,932.00
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GE Capital 3,196.71 Local Government Center 12.00
Globallndustries.com 87.21 Lyndon Institute 8,677.74
Gould, Yale 11,343.47 Lyndonville Office Equip 1,613.78
Gow School 73.06 Marier, Ken 15.99
Granite State College 3,620.00 Marshalls 31.27
Granite State Electric 2,585.33 Mastercard 15,650.48
Graves, Rose 40.00 May Store 464.57
Green Mtn Electric Supply 44.52 MBIA 20,000.00
Guibord, Cindy 13.00 McGraw Hill Companies 1,065.16
Handwriting Without Tears 160.49 MCI 542.13
Harcourt Achieve 2,820.23 Meckes, Kelley 1,105.87
Harris Communications 39.40 Merchand, Keith 300.50
Hatch, Inc. 59.90 Michael's 45.04
Haverhill Coop Sch Dist 20,790.00 Misc Vendor 1,002.81
Hedler, Chip 3,440.09 Modern Computer Furniture 385.35
Highsmith 949.67 Modern Learning Press 43.05
Hillman, Douglas 7,005.00 Monroe Cons. Sch 470.63
HJG Gen. Vocational Fund 450.00 Monroe Water Dept 326.75
HMS Continuing Medical 480.00 Moyse, Duane 500.00
Hobart Corp. 260.95 MSA Books 83.62
Houghton Mifflin 973.53 Murphy Electric Service Inc. 442.00
Hull, Bonnie 935.34 NAEYC 90.00
Interact 73.13 NASCO 246.69
Intuit, Inc. 122.48 Nat'l Food Sve Mgmt Insititu 36.50
Iwankowitsch-Ross, Carrie 3,502.00 Nat'l Geographic for Kids 17.95
John & Edith Buffum Fund 33,500.00 Nat'l Geographic Sch Publ 25.50
JPI Transportation 99,368.30 National Geographic Society 34.00
JW Pepper & Son 472.25 National Grid 8,641.15
Kaplan Early Learning Co. 827.66 National Middle Sch Assoc 219.00
Keep Books 24.95 Newbridge 308.00
Kenco 886.95 Newport Farm & Garden 1,125.00
Kendall Hunt Pubishing Co. 1,015.97 Newton, Bill 255.12
Kenney, Dan 25.00 NH Assoc of Sch Bus. Officials 100.00
KHK Hatteras Hatteras NC 38.45 NH Municipal Association 70.00
Kids Discover 19.95 NH Music Educators Assoc. 25.00
Laconia Electric Supply 14.76 NH School Admin'rs Assoc 95.00
Lakeshore Learning Mtr 573.85 NH School Boards Assoc 50.00
Lang, Sandra 328.55 NH Vision/Hearing Network 500.00
Langley, Patrick 900.25 NHAEYC 175.00
NHASBO 80.00 Scholastic Teacher Resources 117.09
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NHEMA 114.00
Nickelodeon Magazine 19.99
No. Country Auto Rental 529.69
North Country Ed'n Services 24,796.36
Northeast Kingdom Sch Dev Ct 125.00
NorthWoods Stewardship Ctr 175.00
Orbit 24.95
Orford Fairlee Lions Club 20.00
Palmieri Roofing, Inc. 584.45
Patrice McDonough. 85.00
Pearson Education 1,040.93
Pearson Learning Group 41.28
Peter & Ellen Allard 34.50
Petty Cash 170.55
Phi Delta Kappan 65.00
PhonAk 2,645.85
Pitney Bowes 903.25
Plimoth Plantation, Inc. 1,072.00
Plodzik & Sanderson 4,965.50
Postmaster Monroe 563.49
Price Chopper 115.94
Primex [liability & prop ins] 5,254.00
Primex [unemployement ins] 2,503.00
Primex [Worker Comp Ins] 3,284.00
Providence Biltmore Hotel 791.00
Purchase Advantage 2,237.73
Rand McNally 28.03
Really Good Stuff 68.85
Record'g for Blind & Dyslexic 350.00
RedLeaf Press 71.80
Responsive Classroom 107.90
Rickey, Sarah -vend 52.43
Riggie Electric 1,004.55
Rochester 100 Inc. 75.00
Ross Business Center 125.00
S & S 30.84







School Specialty 1 ,406. 1
3
Scott, Heidi 985.40
Purchase Advantage 1 ,908.09
Shaw's Supermarkets 19.76
Short Books, The 27.00
Snelling Ctr for Gov't 2,585.00
Spelling Etc. 39.16
St. Johnsbury Academy 529,996.00
Staples 6,169.97
Stavseth, Wendy 417.89
Steve Spangler Science 79.80
Stevenson, Penny 1,634.00
Stewart, Karen 1,082.69
Summit Science Learning 62.15
Sym*Symantec 56.94
Teaching Strategies, Inc. 3,495.00
Town of Monroe NH 697.25
Treasurer, State of NH 150.00
Treasurer, State of NH [Surplus 572.01





United States Postal Service 23.71




Varney-Smith Lumber Co. 1 99. 1
Verizon 2,184.46
Vermont Life Safety LC 864.50
VT Musical Instrument Repair 163.79
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Walter E. Jock Oil 11,314.00
Ward, Jeanne 260.33
William J. Graves Builders 1,796.43
Wilson Language Training Corp 492.80
Woodsville Book Store 31.16
Woodsville True Value 42.99
Wormer, Gayle 85.00
SUBTOTAL 344,438.66
NH Retirement System 46,946.43
LGC HealthTrust 172,592.45
WGSB for 941 Taxes 548,544.70
SUBTOTAL 1,773,787.44
Minus Entirely Employee Paid
share -14,767.07
Minus Employee Share of 3
checks -89,944.61
Entirely Employee Paid
VT Dept of Taxes
NEA/NH
SBG-VAA
Horace Mann - Lang
Horace Mann - Rickey
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Report of School Nurse
School year 2005 2006
There is a nationwide promotion for Nutrition awareness and the effect nutrition
has on health, disease prevention, and school performance. In depth nutrition
classes were taught to 5th-8th graders. We all know how essential breakfast and
morning snacks are to your children; therefore the school has made available for
purchase healthy breakfasts and snacks. A Wellness Team including parents,
teachers and support staff was instituted.
Routine vision & hearing screenings were accomplished and the immunization
audit was completed. Health concerns were shared with parents for referral to
the students physicians. When your childS immunizations are updated, please
send a confirmation to the school as we are required to keep this data in our
records.
If your child plays an extra-curricular sport, he/she is required to have a physical
by their physician every 2 years.
Monroe is a wonderful community that is very supportive and proud of its
children and wants to offer the best education to its students, who are our future.
Keeping healthy through good nutrition, physical activity and freedom from
disease will enable them to make the most of this opportunity.
Thank you to all for caring and giving.
Respectfully submitted
Gayle Wormer
School Nurse
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